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Recognizing textual entailment and paraphrasing is critical to many core natural lan-
guage processing applications including question answering and semantic parsing. The
surface form of a sentence that answers a question such as “Does Facebook own In-
stagram?” frequently does not directly correspond to the form of the question, but is
rather a paraphrase or an expression such as “Facebook bought Instagram”, that entails
the answer. Relational entailments (e.g., buys entails owns) are crucial for bridging the
gap between queries and text resources. In this thesis, we describe different unsuper-
vised approaches to construct relational entailment graphs, with typed relations (e.g.,
company buys company) as nodes and entailment as directed edges. The entailment
graphs provide an explainable resource for downstream tasks such as question answer-
ing; however, the existing methods suffer from noise and sparsity inherent to the data.
We extract predicate-argument structures from large multiple-source news corpora
using a fast Combinatory Categorial Grammar parser. We compute entailment scores
between relations based on the Distributional Inclusion Hypothesis which states that a
word (relation) p entails another word (relation) q if and only if in any context that p
can be used, q can be used in its place. The entailment scores are used to build local
entailment graphs. We then build global entailment graphs by exploiting the depen-
dencies between the entailment rules. Previous work has used transitivity constraints,
but these constraints are intractable on large graphs. We instead propose a scalable
method that learns globally consistent similarity scores based on new soft constraints
that consider both the structures across typed entailment graphs and inside each graph.
We show that our method significantly improves the entailment graphs.
Additionally, we show the duality of entailment graph induction with the task of
link prediction. The link prediction task infers missing relations between entities in
an incomplete knowledge graph and discovers new facts. We present a new method in
which link prediction on the knowledge graph of assertions extracted from raw text is
used to improve entailment graphs which are learned from the same text. The entail-
ment graphs are in turn used to improve the link prediction task.
Finally, we define the contextual link prediction task that uses both the structure
of the knowledge graph of assertions and their textual contexts. We fine-tune pre-
trained language models with an unsupervised contextual link prediction objective. We
augment the existing assertions with novel predictions of our model and use them to
build higher quality entailment graphs. Similarly, we show that the entailment graphs
improve the contextual link prediction task.
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Lay Summary
The recent advancement of technology has made it convenient to use personal com-
puters, smartphones, and tablets. Nowadays, people often use their devices as the first
contact point to fulfill their information needs. While only about a decade ago, we
used to query computers using a combination of keywords, it is now possible for us
to communicate with computers using natural human language thanks to the develop-
ments of the Natural Language Processing field. We expect computers to understand
our questions and be able to communicate with us, especially because of the availabil-
ity of personal assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, Google Assistant, and
Microsoft Cortana.
Personal assistants are now very good at handling queries such as checking the
weather or asking the birthplace of celebrities. They try to find the answers to many of
our questions by searching the web. However, in many cases they struggle at providing
a definite answer because there are many ways of asking the same question, while the
answers to only a few of them are explicitly stated over the web. Therefore, we are
usually left with snippets that might or might not contain the answer to our questions.
For example, currently (September 2020), Google Assistant does not correctly answer
the question “Has Zidane played in a Champions League Final?”; however, if we
change the question to “Has Zidane scored in a Champions League Final?”, it can
find a good answer.
In this thesis, we develop models that use raw textual data collected from the web,
to learn entailments between natural language relations, e.g., knowing that when an
athlete scores in a sports event entails that the athlete has played in the sports event.
We process large amounts of text to extract consistent patterns of entailment between
the relations. We form initial relational entailment graphs, with relations as nodes and
entailment rules as edges. We model the dependencies between the entailment rules to
improve the graphs. In addition, we develop neural network models to learn relation
representations that can generalize to rules that could not be otherwise extracted. The
relational entailment graphs can be used to improve question answering systems.
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Nowadays, search engines and personal assistants are the first places to look for the
answer to most of our questions about the world’s knowledge. The rapid and success-
ful growth of natural language processing (NLP) techniques have made it possible to
communicate with computers in a much easier way than a decade ago. We can now
ask open-domain questions using human language rather than trying to retrieve the an-
swers by providing a combination of keywords. This capability is especially expected
because of the use of commercial personal assistants such as Google Assistant, Ama-
zon Alexa, Apple Siri, and Microsoft Cortana where users can interact by talking to a
device. If we ask Google Assistant “Has Facebook bought Instagram?”1, it retrieves
the correct answer with the relevant words boldfaced.
Facebook bought Instagram in 2012 for $1bn (£760m), and WhatsApp in 2014 for
$19bn.
Similarly, if we ask “Has Zidane scored in a Champions League Final?”, we again
get an acceptable answer:
18 years ago today, Zinedine Zidane scored that volley in the Champoins Leaguge
Final. On 15 May 2002, Real Madrid and Bayern Leverkusen played out ...
The answer is usually out there somewhere on the web, but in most cases, the
surface form of the answer does not exactly correspond to the form of the question,
but is rather a paraphrase or an expression that entails the answer. This is because
there are too many ways of asking the same question and only a small fraction of those
1These experiments were done on 18th September 2020.
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forms are covered by the text over the web. For example, if we ask the first question in
the form “Does Facebook own Instagram?”, we get the same answer:
Facebook bought Instagram in 2012 for $1bn (£760m), and WhatsApp in 2014 for
$19bn.
However, this time the word bought is not boldfaced anymore perhaps because
the systems do not have an understanding that buy entails own. But if we change the
second question to “Has Zidane played in a Champions League Final?”, we get a
completely irrelevant answer:
On 4 May, Zidane led Real Mardird to a place in the 2016 UEFA Champions League
Final by beating Manchester City ...
The answer could be easily retrieved by knowing that when a player scores in a
sports event, it entails that the player has also played in that sports event. Some of
these results are mainly retrieved because they contain both entities in the question,
although the relation between the entities could be different than the one asked in the
question. In fact, if we ask about a specific relation between two arbitrary entities,
in many cases we are left with a possibly irrelevant snippet that contains the name of
the two entities. For example, Google Assistant answers the question “Does IBM own
HP?” as:
What does power really mean to women? Like IBM, HP saw years ago that the future
of big tech was not in ...
As a result, despite all the recent success, the current technology cannot still find
a definite answer to most factual questions. The lack of a well-established form-
independent semantic representation for natural language is the most important single
obstacle to bridging the gap between queries and text resources. This thesis seeks to
learn meaning postulates such as buying entails owning that can be used to augment
the standard form-dependent semantics. Our goal is to learn entailment rules between
typed relations (e.g., company buys company) with two entities, where the type of each
relation is determined by the types of its entities. We construct relational entailment
graphs, with relations as nodes and entailment rules as edges.
Unlike pure distributional and neural-network based methods, entailment graphs
are easy to interpret since they encode entailment between relations explicitly. They
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provide an explainable resource that can be used to improve downstream tasks such as
semantic parsing and question answering. In the above examples, it is mentioned in the
text that Facebook bought Instagram and Zidane scored in the Champions League Fi-
nal. Therefore, if we have access to the explicit knowledge that buys entails owns, and
scores in entails plays in, we will not only be able to answer the two questions “Does
Facebook own Instagram?” and “Has Zidane played in a Champions League Final?”,
but also can explain why the system has extracted the answers.2 The entailment graphs
are easy to interpret even for non-experts; therefore, while we learn them automatically
from text, it is possible to inspect the graphs for manual extension or removal of the
existing errors. This is especially important since we can remove spurious correlations
and biases that exist in the textual data used for building the graphs.
A naive approach to predict entailment rules is to use the distributional represen-
tations (embeddings) of relation tokens. However, the existing embeddings do not
accurately capture entailments because they are not optimized directly for the task of
entailment detection. Instead, entailment rules can be detected by computing entail-
ment scores between typed relations extracted by machine reading over large amounts
of text. The entailment scores are computed based on the Distributional Inclusion Hy-
pothesis (DIH), which states that a word (relation) p entails another word (relation)
q if and only if in any context that p can be used, q can be used in its place (Dagan
et al., 1999; Geffet and Dagan, 2005). The scores are computed on a set of predicate-
argument structures in the form of facts or triples such as (bought, Facebook, Insta-
gram), where the context of each relation is its set of entity pairs.
Unfortunately, even if we could process all the text over the web, many correct
triples could not be still extracted because they are not directly stated in the text. In
addition, the DIH could lead to noisy entailment decisions. Therefore, the entailment
graphs suffer from the sparsity and the noise inherent to the data. This thesis investi-
gates multiple unsupervised approaches to learn high quality entailment graphs. Our
methods add correct missing edges and remove spuriously identified ones by both con-
sidering the dependencies between the rules and predicting missing facts in the corpus.
Our models are completely unsupervised, i.e., they only uses raw text as their input
and do not depend on any annotated entailment dataset. Therefore, we can benefit from
the huge amount of textual data available over the web. In addition, the entailment
graphs do not suffer from potential drawbacks of entailment datasets. Finally, while
2In our search example, one simple way of explanation is to boldface the relevant tokens such as
bought.
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we have performed our experiments on English text, our methods can be used to learn
entailment graphs for any other language as long as we have access to textual data as
well as NLP tools to extract triples from text and assign types to the entities.
Thesis Statement. Relational entailment graphs explicitly encode entailment
between natural language relations and provide an explainable resource that is neces-
sary for downstream tasks such as open-domain factual question answering. In this
thesis, we describe different unsupervised approaches to learn high-quality relational
entailment graphs from text. We show that modeling the dependencies across different
typed entailment graphs and inside each graph significantly improves the entailment
decisions. Furthermore, we show the duality between learning entailment graphs and
the link prediction task. Finally, we propose contextual link prediction and show that
fine-tuning contextual representations of relations is an effective approach for learning
relational entailments.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis are summarized below.
Relational Entailment Graph Framework. We have built a robust pipeline that
processes large text corpora and builds entailment graphs. The pipeline first applies
a fast supervised trained Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG; Steedman, 2000)
parser to text and extracts triples. It links the entities to a knowledge base and as-
signs fine-grained types to them. It then builds large entailment graphs with tens of
thousands of nodes corresponding to English predicates.
Global Soft Constraints. Previous work has considered global transitivity con-
straints on the edges of entailment graphs, but these constraints are intractable on large
graphs. We instead propose two sets of global soft constraints. First, the cross graph
constraints that learn when an entailment from one typed entailment graph can be trans-
ferred to another typed entailment graph. While the transfer adds missing edges to the
graphs, it can only be applied for some relations and graph types. We jointly learn
transfer coefficient that capture this property as well as the entailment scores. Second,
the paraphrase resolution constraints that encourage relations that are paraphrase of
each other to have the same patterns of entailments. Our empirical evaluation demon-
strates that the global soft constraints significantly outperform previous state-of-the-
art entailment graphs on standard entailment datasets. We also show that entailment
graphs improve performance on a downstream question answering task. Our approach
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can explain the answers that are retrieved based on the entailment graphs.
Duality of the Entailment Graph Building and Link Prediction Tasks. Similar
to the entailment graph building task, the link prediction for knowledge graph comple-
tion operates on a set of triples. These methods are usually applied to existing manually
annotated knowledge graphs in order to predict the missing relations (links) between
the entities, but they can also be applied to extractions from text. The link prediction
methods learn low-dimensional dense representations (embeddings) for relations and
entities and are known to implicitly capture relational entailments. However, there is
no straightforward method to find entailments from the embeddings. We present a
method to learn relational entailment graphs based on the link prediction scores as-
signed to both observed and predicted triples. We show that using the novel triples in
building the entailment graphs alleviate the sparsity issue. Moreover, we show that the
entailment graphs can in turn be used to improve the link prediction task showing the
two tasks are indeed complementary.
Contextual Link Prediction to Learn Entailment Graphs. The link prediction
methods only use the structure of the knowledge graph extracted from text, but they
ignore the actual contexts of the extractions. We introduce the contextual link predic-
tion task, where given a triple in context, the goal is to predict all the relations that
hold between the entities in the triple. We propose a model that fine-tunes existing
pre-trained language models with an unsupervised objective function. We then use the
observed and predicted triples to build entailment graphs. We show that the predicted
triples from the contextual link prediction lead to more accurate entailment graphs. In
addition, we show that the entailment graphs improve the contextual link prediction
task.
1.2 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2. We review the relevant literature on a) entailment graph building and
its application to semantic parsing; b) the link prediction models; and c) methods for
learning contextual representations of relations and entities.
Chapter 3. We discuss the pipeline that we have used to build the initial entailment
graphs. We introduce a scalable method for learning globally consistent entailment
graphs based on two sets of global soft constraints. We evaluate the learned entailment
graphs on standard entailment datasets and compare them to the previous state-of-the-
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art entailment graphs. We also show that the entailment graphs improve performance
on a downstream task. This chapter is based on Hosseini et al. (2018).
Chapter 4. We investigate the connection between the entailment graph induction
and the link prediction tasks. We show that the two tasks benefit from each other,
although they operate over the same set of triples. This chapter is based on Hosseini
et al. (2019).
Chapter 5. We introduce the contextual link prediction task and propose a model
for the task. We learn entailment graphs using the predictions of our model and show
improvements over the results in the previous chapters. This chapter is based on Hos-
seini et al. (2021).




In this chapter, we provide the necessary background for the remainder of the thesis.
We first review the relevant literature on relational entailment graphs in section 2.1. We
then summarize the link prediction task for knowledge graphs and its existing solutions
in section 2.2. We finally review some of the recent work on contextual representation
learning for relations and entities in section 2.3.
2.1 Relational Entailment Graphs
In Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE; Dagan et al., 2013), or natural language
inference, a model is presented with a pair of text fragments (e.g., sentences), and is
asked to decide whether the second text fragment can be reasonably inferred given the
first one, i.e., whether one can say that the second text fragment holds given that we
know the first one is correct (Dagan et al., 2005; Bos and Markert, 2005; MacCartney
and Manning, 2009; Dagan et al., 2013).1 An important subtask of RTE is to find
entailments between natural language predicates (relations)2. Given two relations, the
aim is to predict whether the first relation entails the second one. In other words, when
we instantiate the relations over the same set of entities, we answer whether the second
relation can be inferred if we know that the first relation holds between the entities. A
relational entailment graph3 is a directed graph G = (R,E), with the set of relations
R as nodes and the set of entailment rules4 E ⊆ R×R as edges (Berant et al., 2010,
1In this thesis, we consider a binary decision problem, i.e., entailment or not entailment. In some
works, a three-way classification is used, i.e., entailment, contradiction or neutral.
2We use relations and predicates interchangeably.
3We use the term “entailment graph” as an equivalent of “relataional entailment graph”.
4Also known as inference rules.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of typed entailment graphs for entities of types company,company
and person,location.
2011). An edge (p,q) from a relation p ∈ R to a relation q ∈ R means that p entails
q, denoted by p→ q. If the entailment holds in both directions, the two relations are
considered to be a paraphrase of each other. In fact, any clique in the entailment graph
(a subgraph with edges between all pairs) is a paraphrase cluster.
We learn entailment rules between binary relations, i.e., relations between two en-
tities. The entailment rules often depend on the context, e.g., when a person visits a
location, it has different entailments from when a person visits another person. We
follow the previous work and learn typed entailment graphs, where the type of rela-
tions are determined by the type of entities (Schoenmackers et al., 2010; Berant et al.,
2011; Lewis, 2014). While entailments and paraphrasing can benefit from n-ary rela-
tions, e.g., person visits a location in a time, in this thesis, we confine our attention
to binary relations and leave the construction of n-ary graphs to future work. We con-
struct a typed entailment graph for any plausible type pair. Figure 2.1 shows small
fragments of the typed entailment graphs with entities of types company,company and
person,location.
Earlier attempts to learn relational entailments take a local learning approach. They
learn a local entailment graph by predicting entailment or paraphrase rules indepen-
dently from each other (Lin, 1998; Lin and Pantel, 2001; Szpektor et al., 2004; Bhagat
et al., 2007; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008; Yates and Etzioni, 2009; Schoenmackers et al.,
2010). Berant et al. (2010, 2011, 2012, 2015) propose a global learning approach.
They learn global entailment graphs by taking the dependencies between the entail-
ment rules into account. We discuss a number of local entailment scores in section
2.1.1 and the existing methods for learning global entailment graphs in section 2.1.2.
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2.1.1 Local Learning of Entailment Graphs
In the local learning approach, the entailment rules are predicted by computing a local
entailment score w0pq ∈ [0,1] from the relation p to the relation q. The entailment rule
holds when the entailment score is greater than or equal to a pre-defined threshold.
The most common approach is to compute distributional entailment scores by pro-
cessing a large text corpus. Symmetric (bi-directional) scores measure the amount of
overlap between the contexts of two relations and can predict paraphrase relations. Di-
rectional scores are computed based on the Distributional Inclusion Hypothesis (DIH).
The scores based on the DIH measure how much the context of one relation is included
in the context of another relation and are suitable for predicting entailment.
In this section, we describe a number of distributional entailment scores. Let F(p)
denote a set of features f for a relation p that are extracted by processing the input text
corpus. The feature representation can be binary, i.e., entity-pairs (e1,e2) that appear
in a binary relation, or triple, (p,e1,e2) in the corpus (Szpektor et al., 2004; Yates and
Etzioni, 2009; Schoenmackers et al., 2010). For example, Facebook-Instagram is a
feature for the relation buy. Some work has also used unary feature representation, i.e.,
single entities that appear in the first or second slot of the relations (Lin and Pantel,
2001; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008). They define scores by combining the scores of the
two slots. Let N be the number of all triples extracted from text, and N(p) and N( f )
be the number of occurrences of the relation p or the feature f in the corpus. Let
N(p, f ) be the number of occurrences of the feature f for the relation p. In the case
of entity-pair features f = (e1,e2), N(p, f ) denotes the number of occurrences of the
triple (p,e1,e2).
The value v(p, f ) of the feature f is the frequency of its occurrence N(p, f ) or the
pointwise mutual information (PMI) between the relation and the feature:




where Pr(p) = N(p)/N, Pr( f ) = N( f )/N, and Pr(p, f ) = N(p, f )/N.
Lin similarity (Lin, 1998) between relations p and q is defined as:
Lin(p,q) =
∑ f∈F(p)∩F(q) v(p, f )+ v(q, f )
∑ f∈F(p) v(p, f )+∑ f∈F(q) v(q, f )
.
Weeds and Weir (2003) define Weeds precision5 and Weeds recall:
5The Cover score defined by Szpektor and Dagan (2008) is equivalent to Weeds precision.
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Weeds_Precision(p,q) =
∑ f∈F(p)∩F(q) v(p, f )
∑ f∈F(p) v(p, f )
,
Weeds_Recall(p,q) =
∑ f∈F(p)∩F(q) v(q, f )
∑ f∈F(q) v(q, f )
.
Weeds similarity is the geometric average of Weeds precision and Weeds recall.
Finally, the Balanced Inclusion (BInc; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008) score is the geomet-
ric average of Weeds precision and Lin similarity. The Weeds and Lin similarities are
symmetric, but Weeds precision and recall, and BInc are directional.
A local entailment graph is defined as G0 = {R,E0
δ
}, where the relations R are
the nodes and E0
δ
= {(p,q)|p,q ∈ R,w0pq ≥ δ} are the edges. In our experiments in
chapter 3, we compute Lin, Weeds and Balanced Inclusion similarities as our local
scores based on the PMI values. We choose to use binary feature representations since
they performed similar to unary feature representations in our preliminary experiments
and they only keep one vector, instead of two vectors of the unary case.
2.1.2 Global Learning of Entailment Graphs
The local learning approach ignores the dependencies between the entailment rules.
Modeling the dependencies by applying constraints during learning of the entailment
graphs improves the entailment decisions by removing wrong edges and adding cor-
rect missing edges. Berant et al. (2010, 2011) propose applying transitivity constraints,
since entailment is a transitive property. If we know that p→ q and q→ r, the entail-
ment p→ r must hold automatically. Figure 2.2 shows an example, where knowing
that person serve as president of country→ person be elected president of country and
that person be elected president of country → person run for presidency of country,
we can infer that person serve as president of country→ person run for presidency of
country.
2.1.2.1 Exact Integer Linear Programming Solution
Berant et al. (2010, 2011) compute a number of local similarity scores such as Lin and
BInc score as w0pq ∈ [0,1]l , where l is the number of similarity scores. They define a
scoring function g : R×R→ R based on the local entailment scores. The function g is
defined in a way that higher values indicate higher entailment probabilities. They then
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t1=person, t2=country
serve as president of
run for presidency of
be elected president of
Figure 2.2: A fragment of the entailment graph with entities of types person,country.
The solid edges are identified with local entailment scores, but the dotted edges can be
added using transitivity constraints.
find a globally optimized graph G = {R,E}, that preserves the transitivity constraints
and maximizes the sum of edges weights ∑p,q∈E g(p,q). They show that this problem
is NP-hard by a reduction from the NP-hard Transitive Subgraph problem (Yannakakis,
1978).
They define a random variable Xpq ∈ {0,1}, where Xpq = 1, if p→ q, and Xpq = 0,
otherwise. Let X ∈ {0,1}R×R denote the set of all random variables Xpq. In order to
find the optimal graph, they optimize the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP):
X̂ = argmax ∑
p 6=q
g(p,q)Xpq (2.1)
s.t. ∀p,q,r∈R Xpq +Xqr−Xpr ≤ 1 (2.2)
∀(p,q)∈Ayes Xpq = 1 (2.3)
∀(p,q)∈Ano Xpq = 0 (2.4)
∀p6=q Xpq ∈ {0,1}.
Equation 2.1 is the objective function of the ILP which is the summation over the
scoring functions of the final edges. The constraints in Equation 2.2 ensure that the
transitivity holds. The constraints in equations 2.3 and 2.4 state that certain edges
should be present or not based on background knowledge. The edges for Ayes have
been constructed by syntactic rules. They normalize each predicate by omitting the first
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word if it is a modal and turning passives into actives. If two normalized predicates are
equal, they will be connected. Ano has been also constructed from different sources:
a) predicates differing by a single pair of words that are antonyms in WordNet. b)
predicates differing by a single word of negation and c) a transitive predicate p with
types (t1, t2) and the same predicate p with the types in the opposite order, i.e., (t2, t1).
After solving for X̂ , the optimal graph Ĝ = (R, Ê) is formed by having p,q ∈ Ê if and
only if Xpq = 1.
In order to compute the function g, they first generate positive and negative re-
lational entailments using WordNet (Miller, 1995). Positive examples are hyponym-
hypernym pairs as well as synonym pairs, and negative examples are co-hyponyms,
hyponyms at distance 2, and random pairs. They train a classifier to predict Xpq = 1, if





where Pr(Xpq = 1|w0pq) is the posterior probability of the entailment rule p→ q.
The constant η = Pr(Xpq=1)Pr(Xpq=0) , i.e., the prior odd ratio of an edge in the graph. They show
that defining g as in Equation 2.5 leads to a graph with highest posterior probability
given some independence assumptions between the edges. Because entailment graphs
are sparse, it is reasonable to assume that η ≤ 1, therefore, logη ≤ 0. We define
λ=− logη≥ 0 as a hyper-parameter that controls the sparsity of the entailment graphs.
Larger values of λ yield sparser graphs.
In this thesis, we learn the entailment graphs in an unsupervised manner and do
not use external resources. In the experiments with transitivity constraints in chapter
3, instead of estimating entailment posterior probability using a classifier, we simply





Our preliminary experiments showed very similar results when we used g′(p,q) =
w0pq−λ. We therefore used g′(p,q) for its simplicity.
ILP is an NP-complete problem and the ILP solvers do not scale well. Berant et al.
(2011) proposed two scaling techniques that exploit the sparsity of entailment graphs.
First, they showed that if we can partition the set of nodes R into disjoint sets R1 and R2
such that for any crossing edge (p,q) between them (in both directions), g(p,q) < 0,
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then the optimal edges Ê do not contain any crossing edges6. If we know that the orig-
inal graph can be decomposed into smaller components so that there are no edges be-
tween the components, we can run the ILP solver on each component and scale up the
algorithm. This can be done by finding the strongly connected components (SCC) of an
undirected graph GU = (R,EU) with edges EU = {(p,q) : g(p,q)≥ 0 ∨g(q, p)≥ 0}.
Second, they have used incremental ILP (Riedel and Clarke, 2006) following the intu-
ition that even if we do not specify all the transitivity constraints in the ILP formulation,
most of them will be automatically satisfied given a good local score. They define an
active set of constraints. The active set is initially empty and is filled by iteratively
running the ILP solver and adding the transitivity constraints whenever they are vio-
lated. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge because size of the active set increases
in each iteration, but the total number of constraints cannot grow more than |R|3, |R| is
the number of nodes in the graph. In practice, the incremental ILP reaches conversion
in around at most 6 iterations (Berant et al., 2011).
The experiments in Berant et al. (2010) have not scaled to more than 50 nodes in
a reasonable time7, but the experiments in Berant et al. (2011) have scale to around
120 nodes using the above techniques. Nevertheless, the number of natural language
predicates is far more which are beyond the capability of ILP solvers. In this thesis,
we consider graphs of up to size 53K relations (section 3.5.1).
2.1.2.2 Approximate Solution
Berant et al. (2012, 2015) propose an approximate solution to the problem. They note
that the entailment rules are typically from more specific relations (child nodes) to
more general ones (parent nodes). Therefore, one could expect entailment graphs to
have tree-like structures. A strongly connected component of a directed graph G is a
subset of nodes where there is a path from any node to any other node. Any directed
graph G can be converted into a strongly connected component (SCC) graph by the
following procedure: 1) finding the SCCs; 2) collapsing all the nodes in any SCC to
one node; 3) adding an edge from an SCC S1 to another SCC S2 if there is an edge
from any node is S1 to any node in S2. If G is a transitive graph, the SCC graph
will also be a transitive graph (Berant et al., 2012). In addition, any SCC will be a
clique, i.e., all nodes have directed edges to each other. In entailment graphs, an SCC
can be interpreted as a paraphrase cluster, where all the relations are paraphrase of each
6We note that it should also be assumed that Ayes will not have any edges between the disjoint sets.
72 hours to 24 hours.
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star at
















Figure 2.3: (A) A fragment of the entailment graph with entities of types sports
player,sports facility; (B) its equivalent strongly connected component graph; and (C)
its equivalent reduced graph.
other. Figure 2.3A shows an entailment graph with entities of types sports player,sports
facility. Figure 2.3B shows the SCC graph of the entailment graph.
The transitive closure of a graph is obtained by adding an edge from any node p
to any node q if there is any path from p to q. The transitive reduction of a graph is
obtained by removing all edges that can be obtained by performing transitive closure
on the graph. Berant et al. (2012) define the reduced graph of a directed graph G as
the transitive reduction of the SCC graph of G. Figure 2.3C shows an example reduced
graph. A directed forest is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each node has at
most one parent.8 Berant et al. (2012, 2015) hypothesize that the reduced graph of an
entailment graph is a directed forest. They define a forest-reducible graph (FRG) as a
graph that its reduced version is a directed forest. They test the FRG assumption on
sample entailment graphs and observe that the assumption is correct for most of the
edges.
Berant et al. (2012, 2015) propose an approximation algorithm, Tree-Node-Fix
(TNF), that is based on the FRG assumption. They first construct an initial FRG and
iteratively remove a node from the graph and attach it back with a set of edges with
8In some other literature, the definition of the directed forest is a DAG with a forest as underlying
undirected graph, where a forest is a graph in which any two nodes are connected with at most one path.
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higher sum of weights. The algorithm continues until convergence. They show that
the approximation algorithm gets results close to the ILP on a relational entailment
dataset and scales up to 20K nodes. They also show that a simple greedy algorithm,
High to Low Forest-Reducible Graph (HTL-FRG), gets very similar results to the TNF
algorithm and is much faster. HTL-FRG is an iterative algorithm that sorts the edges
from high to low scores according to the scoring function. The algorithm starts with
an empty graph and in each iteration, it adds a new edge, and the edges obtained by its
transitive closure subject to two constraints: 1) the summation of the scores of all the
new edges are positive and 2) the FRG assumption is not violated. Otherwise, none of
the new edges will be added.
The FRG assumption ensures that a relation cannot entail two different relations
unless at least one of those relations entails the other. While the FRG assumption leads
to improved scalability, it is not correct for many real world entailments. For example,
in the entailment graph with person,location types (Figure 2.1 right), visit→ arrive in
and visit → leave, but there is no entailment rule between arrive in and leave in any
direction. In addition, both the TNF and HTL-FRG methods are greedy algorithms
and are not guaranteed to converge to optimal graphs because early decisions in the
procedure might prevent the methods from selecting optimal edges in the later steps.
In chapter 3, we propose new soft constraints that are not based on the FRG as-
sumption and scale to large graphs.
2.1.3 Using Entailment Graphs to Obtain Form-Independent Se-
mantics
Talking to a computing device about every-day needs (Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2011;
Kollar et al., 2018), teaching a computer to perform an action (Artzi and Zettlemoyer,
2013), or querying a knowledge base with natural language (Zettlemoyer and Collins,
2005) require communicating with machines in a language interpretable by them. Se-
mantic parsing is the task of mapping natural language to meaning representations
(logical forms) that are machine-interpretable.
Formal logical semantics can capture the meaning of sentences including func-
tion words such as and, not, and every. It is possible to model a variety of semantic
phenomena including negation, quantification, composition, tense, and aspect using
logical semantic representations such as first-order logic augmented with lambda cal-
culus (Lewis and Steedman, 2013a; Kamath and Das, 2019). Logical forms are built
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by first assigning an interpretation to each word in the sentence, and then combining
the interpretations of the words to form the meaning of the sentences. Interpretations
of content words can be generated automatically, by using the word itself as a symbol
in the logical form (Lewis, 2014). Formal logical semantics is capable of performing
multi-sentence inferences, e.g., by the use of theorem provers. However, standard ap-
proaches like Bos (2008) show low recall on applications such as entailment (Bos and
Markert, 2005) or question answering. This is because they cannot generalize beyond
the exact lexical form of the given sentences.
In this thesis, we learn entailment graphs between relations extracted based on an
initial semantics (section 2.1.4). The entailment graphs can be directly used to obtain
a form-independent semantics that can significantly improve the applicability of pure
logical semantics on downstream tasks (section 2.1.5).
2.1.4 Combinatory Categorial Grammar
Our work is based on Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG; Steedman (2000)), a
strongly lexicalized linguistic formalism. In particular, we use CCG to extract binary
relations that are used to form the entailment graphs. In CCG, the syntax and semantics
assigned at the word level dictate the syntax and semantics at the phrase and sentence
levels. In addition, CCG syntax is highly transparent to its semantics, i.e., the syntactic
properties of words and sentences, directly determine their semantics (Steedman and
Baldridge, 2011). Therefore, it is possible to map the parser output into logical forms
that capture predicate-argument structures (Bos, 2008). CCG can model a wide range
of language phenomena and is known to capture long-range dependencies (Clark et al.,
2002).
During CCG parsing, each word is assigned a lexical entry. The lexical entry maps
a word to its syntactic category and semantic interpretation. Each word in the lexicon
can have one or more lexical entries. For example, the lexical entries for the words
Facebook, bought and Instagram include:
(1) Facebook := NP : facebook
(2) bought := (S\NP)/NP : λyλxλe.bought(x,y,e)
(3) Instagram := NP : instagram
The first lexical entry means that Facebook can be a noun phrase (syntactic cate-
gory), with the symbol facebook (semantic interpretation). The categories can be either
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primitive categories X such as N (noun), NP (noun phrase), PP (prepositional phrase),
and S (sentence), or functional categories (Steedman and Baldridge, 2011). The func-
tional categories are functions between other categories. The categories X/Y and X\Y
are functions that consume the argument Y and return the category X . The Forward
slash means that the argument is on the right-hand side and the backward slash means
that it is on the left-hand side. The syntactic category (S\NP)/NP is a function that
consumes NP (Instagram) on its right-hand side and returns the syntactic category
S\NP (the phrase bought Instagram). The category S\NP returns S (Facebook bought
Instagram) by consuming NP (Facebook) on its left-hand side.
Each lexical entry also provides a semantic interpretation. We have used lambda
calculus and first-order logic to show the semantic representations. For example, the
representation of bought is λyλxλe.bought(x,y,e), which is a function from two enti-
ties to a predicate on events. The variable e is a Davidsonian event variable (Davidson,
1967) and the variables x and y are two entities in the semantics corresponding to the
two noun phrases in the syntactic category. The first noun phrase to be consumed is y
(instagram) and the second one is x (facebook).
In contrast to Context Free Grammars (CFG), CCG contains only a handful of com-
binators (rules) and most of the information is in the parse tree nodes rather than the
rules combining them. The combinators combine adjacent syntactic categories. For
example, the forward application rule combines X/Y and Y into Y .9 A CCG derivation
combines categories such that the final expression has a single category (usually a sen-
tence S). Derivation 4 shows how CCG maps the sentence Facebook bought Instagram
to the binary relation λe.bought( f acebook, instagram,e).









9See Steedman and Baldridge (2011) for more details.
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2.1.5 Relational Entailment Learning to Improve Logical Seman-
tics
Unfortunately, standard formal semantic approaches that use CCG or other semantic
representations show low recall on downstream tasks. This is because there are too
many ways of stating the same information, and it is not clear which one of them
will be used when asking and answering questions (Lewis, 2014). For example, to
answer the question Does Facebook own Instagram?, we might have access to any of
the following propositions.
1. Facebook purchased Instagram.
2. Facebook has bought Instagram.
3. Facebook tried to acquire Instagram.
4. Facebook’s acquisition of Instagram.
5. Facebook did not buy any company.
6. Facebook does not plan to sell Instagram.
7. Instagram is not a part of Facebook.
Some of the propositions (1, 2, 4, and 6) entail that the answer to the question is
yes, some others (5 and 7) entail that the answer is no, and some do not give a definite
answer (3). Existing hand-built ontologies like WordNet (Miller, 1995) contain some
of the above information, but those resources suffer from low recall themselves and
cannot be used to handle all the variabilities of language.
Distributional semantics offer a solution to the above problem by learning para-
phrase and entailment rules between the content words, in this case natural language
predicates. In distributional semantics, the meaning of words are modeled based on
their usage in large corpora rather than hand-built annotations of training data; hence,
it can be used to capture the huge variety of meanings in natural language. Words are
represented as vectors learned from collocations in text. This kind of semantics has
been effective in learning content words. The vectors can be composed in different
ways to represent longer utterances. However, it is not clear how it can be used to
model the meaning of function words indicating semantic operators such as negation
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or quantification, and their current ability to capture the long-range dependencies in
sentences is limited (Lewis, 2014).
An attractive way to gain advantage from both logical and distributional seman-
tics is to combine them into a single model. Lewis and Steedman (2013a) introduce a
method to map natural language to first-order logical representation using CCG. Their
representation can capture function words such as not and every, and also uses distri-
butional semantics to capture the meaning of content words. Instead of having non-
logical symbols for relations in the logical representation, they use arbitrary cluster
identifiers. For example, the relations buy, purchase and ’s acquisition of get mapped to
a cluster identifier such as relation41 and the relations own and be owner of get mapped
to relation52. The clustering is done at the level of predicate-argument structure and
the model is capable of performing paraphrasing. Lewis and Steedman (2013a) sug-
gest to change the CCG lexicon using the cluster identifiers. For example, we will have
the same semantic interpretations for buy and purchase:
(5) buy := (S\NP)/NP : λyλxλe.rel41(x,y,e)
(6) purchase := (S\NP)/NP : λyλxλe.rel41(x,y,e)
Entailment graphs serve as a rich model of lexical semantics. They not only iden-
tify paraphrase clusters that correspond to their strongly connected components (sec-
tion 2.1.2.2), but also specify entailment rules between the paraphrase clusters (Lewis,
2014). For example, The entailment rule between relation41 to relation52 can be used
to answer yes to the above question given propositions 1, 2, and 4.
We learn entailment graphs by processing large text corpora and extracting binary
relations using an initial CCG parser. Our learned entailment graphs will be used to
redefine the lexicon as explained above. The text will be then re-parsed with the new
semantics. The new extractions immediately support question-answering involving
paraphrasing and entailment. In addition, we can answer questions by looking into
negative facts and traversing the entailment graphs in the reverse order. For example,
knowing that Facebook does now own Yahoo, we can infer that Facebook has not
purchased Yahoo.
In this thesis, our focus is to learn high-quality entailment graphs that could support
such inferences. We leave the actual construction of such semantics to future work.
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Figure 2.4: Examples knowledge graph. The dotted links are not observed, but can be
predicted based on the observed links.
2.2 Link Prediction for Knowledge Graph Completion
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are graph-structured knowledge bases that contain collec-
tions of facts about real world entities. Each fact or triple (p,e1,e2) in knowledge
graphs represent a relation p between a head entity e1 and a tail entity e2.10 Figure 2.4
shows an example knowledge graph between actors, awards, roles and movies. There
are several knowledge graphs with expert or community annotated triples (Nguyen,
2020) including a) domain specific KGs such as GeneOntology KG (Consortium,
2015); b) generic KGs such as WordNet (Miller, 1995, 1998), YAGO (Suchanek et al.,
2007), Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), NELL (Carlson et al., 2010), and DBPedia
(Lehmann et al., 2015); and c) commercial KGs such as Google Knowledge Graph.
Knowledge graphs are useful for many natural language processing tasks (Nguyen,
2020). For example, both manually curated and automatically constructed KGs have
been used for question answering (Ferrucci, 2012; Yao and Van Durme, 2014; Fader
et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2015; Das et al., 2017b; Saha et al., 2018), semantic parsing
10It is common to write a triple as (s, p,o), i.e. a relation p between a subject s and an object o, but
since we can have both subjects and objects as the head entity, and to be consistent with the notation in
the rest of this thesis, we use (p,e1,e2).
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(Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2012; Berant et al., 2013; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017),
and coreference resolution (Dutta and Weikum, 2015; Zhang et al., 2019).
Unfortunately, even the largest existing KGs are incomplete. For example, more
than 70% of people included in Freebase do not have a known place of birth, and
more than 99% do not have an ethnicity (West et al., 2014). One of the key tasks
in statistical relational learning is link prediction (Popescul and Ungar, 2003; Koller
et al., 2007). The goal of link prediction for knowledge graph completion is to predict
the missing links based on the existing ones. In our example KG (Figure 2.4), the
solid links are observed, but the dotted links are missing. For example, the relation
starred in between Leonardo DiCaprio and The Revenant is missing. However, it can
be predicted by checking the existing patterns. For example, based on the relations
between Tom Hardy, John Fitzgerald and The Revenant, we can extract the pattern that
(played, A, B) and (character in, B, C) implies that (starred in, A, C), which in turn can
be used to predict the missing starred in link.
There have been many attempts on the link prediction problem over nearly the
last decade. Currently, embedding models that learn latent feature vectors for entities
and relations hold the state-of-the-art for the link prediction task. The entities are
usually encoded with one-dimensional vectors, but the relations are encoded with k-
dimensional vectors (usually k ∈ {1,2,3}). Let K denote a knowledge graph of correct
triples. For each triple (p,e1,e2), the methods learn a scoring function of its plausibility
f (p,e1,e2). The methods choose f such that the score f (p,e1,e2) of a plausible triple
(p,e1,e2)∈K is higher than the score f (p′,e′1,e′2) of an implausible triple (p′,e′1,e′2) 6∈
K (Nguyen, 2020). The plausible triples are the correct ones in the knowledge graph
and the implausible ones are usually built by corrupting the head or the tail entity of
a correct triple. The methods optimize a loss function to learn the relation and entity
embeddings.
In chapter 4, we show that the link prediction task and the entailment graph con-
struction task are complementary. We perform link prediction on the knowledge graph
of extracted triples from text. We predict new triples and use them to reduce the spar-
sity issue of the entailment graphs. In addition, we show that the learned entailment
graphs can be used to improve the link prediction task.
In the rest of this section, we first introduce the loss functions used for the link
prediction problem and then review some of the most notable link prediction methods
categorized based on their scoring functions. We also discuss methods that explicitly
model reasoning chains to tackle the link prediction problem.
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2.2.1 Loss Functions for the Link Prediction Problem
For each correct triple (p,e1,e2), the methods create a corrupted triple by replacing
the head or the tail entity with a random entity. We denote by K ′(p,e1,e2) the set
of triples (p,e1,e′2) 6∈ K and (p,e′1,e2) 6∈ K . A common loss functions is the margin-
based pairwise ranking loss that ranks correct triples higher than incorrect ones (Bordes






[γ− f (p,e1,e2)+ f (p,e′1,e′2)]+, (2.6)
where [x]+ = max(0,x) and γ is the margin hyper-parameter. The methods usually
sample one incorrect triple per correct triple.
In addition, the negative log-likelihood of the logistic model is commonly used in
recent link prediction methods. Trouillon et al. (2016) define the loss function as:
LLogistic = ∑
(p,e1,e2)∈K ∪K ′
log(1+ exp(−I(p,e1,e2) f (p,e1,e2))), (2.7)
where I(p,e1,e2) = 1 if (p,e1,e2) ∈K and I(p,e1,e2) = 0, otherwise.
Equations 2.6 and 2.7 compute the score of one given triple (p,e1,e2) (and possi-
bly its corresponding corrupted version) at a time (i.e., 1-1 scoring). Dettmers et al.
(2018) propose to take a relation p and the head entity e1 and compute the score for
all candidate entities e2 (i.e., 1-N scoring). They consider all non-positive entities as
candidate negative entities. This speeds up the computation and makes it possible to
have more number of corrupted triples.11 They minimize the negative log-likelihood







log(1+ exp(−I(p,e1,e2) f (p,e1,e2)), (2.8)
where (p,e1, .) ∈ K denotes the set of all relation and head entities in the knowledge
graph; and N is the number of entities. Equation 2.8 can be equivalently written as the
binary cross entropy loss:
11In addition, for each triple (p,e1,e2), they add reciprocal (reverse) relations, i.e., (p−1,e2,e1), to
the knowledge graph K .













where σ(x) = 11+exp(−x) denotes the sigmoid function, and σ( f (p,e1,e2)) denotes the
probability that (p,e1,e2) exists in the knowledge graph.
The above loss functions can be used for any of the scoring functions described in
the following sections; however, each of the methods have usually used one of the two
main loss functions defined in this section.
2.2.2 Translation-based Models
A number of link prediction models are inspired by the Word2Vec Skip-gram model
(Mikolov et al., 2013). The embeddings learned by Word2Vec are known to preserve
interesting translation invariance relationships in the embeddings space. For example,
vking - vman ≈ vqueen - vwoman, where vword ∈ Rd is the embedding vector of a word
and d is the number of dimensions. Another example is the translation regularities
between countries and their capitals (Mikolov et al., 2013). Figure 2.5 shows the two-
dimensional projection of Word2Vec embeddings of some countries and their capitals.
It can be seen that vcountry− vcapital is approximately a constant vector. For example,
vFrance− vParis ≈ vPoland− vWarsaw. We can think of the constant vector as a vector
vbe_capital_of that translates a country into its capital. Therefore, we expect:
vParis + vbe_capital_of− vFrance ≈ 0
vPoland + vbe_capital_of− vWarsaw ≈ 0
vRome + vbe_capital_of− vItaly ≈ 0,
where 0 is a d-dimensional vector of all zeros.
The TransE model (Bordes et al., 2013) generalizes the idea to all relations and en-
tity pair, so that each relation’s vector translates the head entity into the tail entity. They
learn low-dimensional dense vectors for entities and relations to have ve1 + vp ≈ ve2
for any correct triple (p,e1,e2), where vp ∈ Rd , ve1 ∈ Rd , and ve2 ∈ Rd are the em-
bedding vectors of p, e1, and e2. They define fTransE(p,e1,e2) =−‖ve1 +vp−ve2‖`1/2 ,
where `1/2 means either the L1 or the L2-norm. In order to learn the embeddings, they
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Abstract
Knowledge bases (KBs) of real-world facts
about entities and their relationships are useful
resources for a variety of natural language pro-
cessing tasks. However, because knowledge
bases are typically incomplete, it is useful to
be able to perform knowledge base completion
or link prediction, i.e., predict whether a rela-
tionship not in the knowledge base is likely to
be true. This article serves as a brief overview
of embedding models of entities and relation-
ships for knowledge base completion, sum-
marizing up-to-date experimental results on
standard benchmark datasets FB15k, WN18,
FB15k-237, WN18RR, FB13 and WN11.
Keywords: Knowledge base completion, link
prediction, embedding model, triple classifica-
tion, entity prediction.
1 Introduction
Before introducing the KB completion task in de-
tails, let us return to the classic Word2Vec ex-
ample of a “royal” relationship between “king”
and “man”, and between “queen” and “woman.”
As illustrated in this example: vking   vman ⇡
vqueen   vwoman, word vectors learned from a
large corpus can model relational similarities or
linguistic regularities between pairs of words as
translations in the projected vector space (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014). Figure 1
shows another example of a relational similarity
between word pairs of countries and capital cities:
vJapan   vTokyo ⇡ vGermany   vBerlin
vGermany   vBerlin ⇡ vItaly   vRome
vItaly   vRome ⇡ vPortugal   vLisbon
Let us consider the country and capital pairs in


















Figure 1: Two-dimensional projection of vectors of
countries and their capital cities. This figure is drawn
based on Mikolov et al. (2013).
types. That is, we now represent country and cap-
ital entities by low-dimensional and dense vec-
tors. The relational similarity between word pairs
is presumably to capture a “is capital of” relation-
ship between country and capital entities. Also,
we represent this relationship by a translation vec-
tor vis capital of in the entity vector space. Thus,
we expect:
vTokyo + vis capital of   vJapan ⇡ 0
vBerlin + vis capital of   vGermany ⇡ 0
vRome + vis capital of   vItaly ⇡ 0
vLisbon + vis capital of   vPortugal ⇡ 0
This intuition inspired the TransE model—a well-
known embedding model for KB completion or
link prediction in KBs (Bordes et al., 2013).
Knowledge bases are collections of real-world
triples, where each triple or fact (h, r, t) in KBs
represents some relation r between a head en-
tity h and a tail entity t. KBs can thus be for-
malized as directed multi-relational graphs, where
nodes correspond to entities and edges linking
the nodes encode various kinds of relationship
(Garcı́a-Durán et al., 2016; Nickel et al., 2016a).




















Figure 2.5: Two-dimensional projection of Word2Vec embeddings of some countries
and their capitals. This figure is taken from Nguyen (2020) which is drawn based on the
figure in Mikolov et al. (2013).
minimize the margin-based pairwise ranking loss to rank correct triples higher than
incorrect ones.
The TransE model is capable of capturing one-to-one relationships, i.e., the case
wher each head and tail entity e1 and 2 a e con ected with at most one rel tion
p. This is because after learning the embeddings, ve1 − ve2 is a fixed vector that can
be assigned to exactly one relation vector.12 However, it cannot model one-to-many,
many-to-one or, many-to-many relationships (Nguyen, 2020).
Various extensions of the TransE model resolve the above issue while still being
based on the translation property (Wang et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2015; Nguyen et al.,
2016; Ji et al., 2016; Ebisu and Ichise, 2018). For example, the TransH model (Wang
et al., 2014) allows each relation to have its own hyper-plane, denoted by its normal
vector wp ∈ Rd as well as the translation vector vp ∈ Rd . The entities e1 and e2 are
first projected to the hyper-plane as vei −wTp veiwp, where i ∈ {1,2}. They are then
connected by the translation vector. The scoring function is defined as:
fTransH(p,e1,e2) =−‖(ve1−wTp ve1wp)+ vp− (ve1−wTp ve1wp).‖`1/2
12It can also be assigned to any paraphrase relation, but not to semantically different relations.
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2.2.3 Linear Tensor Factorization based Models
A number of effective approaches for link prediction are linear or bi-linear and fac-
torize a third-order binary tensor (Balazevic et al., 2019). These methods represent
the set of triples with a binary tensor X ∈ {0,1}n×n×m, where n is the number of en-
tities and m is the number of relations. We have Xe1e2 p = 1 if the triple (p,e1,e2) is
present in the knowledge graph. Otherwise, Xe1e2 p = 0 if the triple does not exist in the
knowledge graph or is unknown. Xp (p ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) refers to the frontal slice of the
tensor X and represents the entity pairs of the p-th relation (Nickel et al., 2011). The
low-dimensional representations for relations and entities are learned by doing tensor
factorization on X and estimating it with low-dimensional matrices.
RESCAL13 (Nickel et al., 2011) estimates Xp by doing a rank-d matrix factoriza-
tion:
Xp ≈ AYpAT ,
where p ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The matrix A ∈ Rn×d stores the d-dimensional representations
of the entities and the matrix Yp ∈ Rd×d stores the d×d representation of the relation
p. The link prediction scoring function is defined as fRESCAL(p,e1,e2) = Ae1YpA
T
e2 ,
where Aei is the ei-th row of the matrix A and stores the embedding of the entity ei.
RESCAL stores d2 parameters for each relation which makes the model compu-
tationally expensive and also might lead to overfitting to the data. The DISTMULT
model (Yang et al., 2015) reduces the complexity of RESCAL by restricting Yp to be
a diagonal matrix. They define fDISTMULT(p,e1,e2) = Ae1diag(vp)A
T
e2 , where diag(x)
is an operator that maps a vector x ∈ Rd to a diagonal matrix with the vector x as its
diagonal. The DISTMULT model reduces the computational complexity of RESCAL
and also achieves better results on the link prediction task.
RESCAL and DISTMULT can only model symmetric relations because they as-
sign the same link prediction scores to (p,e1,e2) and (p,e2,e1). Therefore, they are
not suitable for modeling asymmetric relations. More recent tensor factorization ap-
proaches resolve this issue. ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) extends DISTMULT by
leveraging complex valued embeddings and is capable of handling asymmetric rela-
tions. In addition, SimplE (Kazemi and Poole, 2018) learns two embeddings for each
relation, one for being a head entity and one for being a tail entity. TuckER (Balazevic
et al., 2019) is a linear model based on the Tucker decomposition of the matrix X .
13Also known as Bilinear.
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Figure 2.6: The overview of the ConvE model. This figure is taken from Dettmers et al.
(2018).
We note that all the link prediction models that are capable of predicting the scoring
function f (p,e1,e2) for any given triple can be used to complete the third-order tensor
X by computing scores for the entries of the tensor; however, the methods in this
section are linear and based on tensor decomposition models. In contrast, the methods
in section 2.2.4 are non-linear and based on neural networks.
2.2.4 Neural Network based Models
There are several attempts that use deep neural networks to solve the link prediction
problem. The neural tensor network (NTN) model uses a bilinear tensor layer that
relates the two entity vectors across multiple dimensions (Socher et al., 2013). ProjE
(Shi and Weninger, 2017) is a simpliefied version of NTN. ER-MLP (Dong et al.,
2014) concatenates the embeddings of the head entity, relation, and the tail entity. It
then feeds the concatenated vector to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP with only a single
layer) to compute the scoring function.
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) is designed based on convolutional neural networks.
It reshapes the one-dimensional vector of the head entity and the relation into two-
dimensional matrices. It concatenates the reshaped matrices and applies a convolu-
tional layer to the resulting matrix. The resulting feature map is then vectorized and
projected into a d-dimensional space. The result is matched with candidate tail entities
by computing the dot product of the two vectors. Figure 2.6 shows the overview of the
ConvE model. The probability of each candidate tail entity is computed by applying
the sigmoid function (Dettmers et al., 2018). The link prediction scoring function is
defined as (Nguyen, 2020):
fConvE(p,e1,e2) = vTe2ReLU(vec(RELU([ve1;vr]∗ω))W),
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where ve1 and vr are reshaped matrices of ve1 and vr; vec(x) vectorizes a matrix x; ω is
the set of convolutional filters; x∗ω means that a convolution operation is applied to a
matrix x via convolutional filters ω; and ReLU(x) = max(0,x) for a vector x ∈Rd with
0 ∈ Rd being a vector of all 0 values. ConvE optimizes the negative log-likelihood of
the logistic model (binary cross-entropy loss) and uses 1-N scoring (section 2.2.1).
ConvKB (Nguyen et al., 2018) extends ConvE by applying a convolutional layer
over the embedding triples by representing each triple (p,e1,e2) as a 3-column matrix.
ConvE-TransE (Shang et al., 2019) is similar to ConvE, but it tries to keep translational
propertites between the entities and relations.
In our experiments in chapter 4, we use ConvE since it is one of the state-of-the-art
models and scales to the size of our extracted triples.
2.2.5 Modeling Reasoning Chains for Link Prediction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in statistical relational learning to ex-
plicitly model reasoning chains for link prediction (Luo et al., 2015; Guu et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2015a; Toutanova et al., 2016; Das et al., 2017a, 2018; Shen et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2018). The triple-based models discussed in section 2.2 only consider di-
rect relations between entities, e.g., (starred in, Leonardo DiCaprio, The Revenant).
However, they do not use reasoning chains (multi-step relation paths) to train link pre-
diction models, e.g., (played , Leonardo DiCaprio, Hugh Glass) and (character in ,
Hugh Glass, The Revenant).
In particular, Luo et al. (2015) generate relation paths between entities and form
word sequences by considering the entities and relations as pseudo-words. They ap-
ply Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to the constructed sequences and learn embed-
dings for the relations and entities. They show that initializing relation and entity
vectors with the learned Word2Vec embeddings improve link prediction models such
as TransE. Guu et al. (2015) use relation paths to construct new triples and augment
the training data with them. They propose a compositional training objective which
is applicable to link prediction scoring functions that are composable, i.e., it is possi-
ble to perform vector space composition to combine the embeddings of the individual
relations in a path into the embedding of the path (Guu et al., 2015; Toutanova et al.,
2016). This includes models such as Bilinear (RESCAL) and DISTMULT, where the
embedding matrix of a path is obtained by multiplication of the embedding matrices
of the relations. It also includes TransE, where the embedding vector of a path is ob-
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tained by summing up the embeddings of its relations. The path-based TransE-RNN
(PTransE-RNN) method of Lin et al. (2015a) also constructs relation paths between
entity pairs and models them by using a recurrent neural network (RNN). They extend
TransE to use reliable relation paths in addition to the direct relations between head
and tail entities.
ALL-PATHS method of Toutanova et al. (2016) is similar to the method of Guu
et al. (2015), but they consider both relations and entities on the path, instead of using
only the relations. In addition, they propose an exact dynamic programming model
based on the observation that compositional representation of relation paths are in
fact decomposable (Toutanova et al., 2016). Their method is scalable to all paths of
bounded length between entity pairs. Similar to PTransE-RNN, the method of Das
et al. (2017a) uses RNNs to model relation paths, however, they also take the interme-
diate entities into account (Nguyen, 2020).
The above methods construct relation paths in advance and use them to learn a
link prediction model. These models use random paths between fixed entity pairs. Das
et al. (2018) propose a new algorithm, MINERVA, which does not need to pre-compute
inference paths and can answer queries given a relation and a head entity, e.g., (starred
in, Leonardo DiCaprio, ?). Performing random walk is impractical in large knowl-
edge graphs without access to the destination entity because there are combinatorially
many paths starting from one entity. Das et al. (2018) propose a neural reinforcement
learning approach which learns how to navigate the knowledge graph to obtain the an-
swer conditioned on an input query. Their method learns an RNN-based policy, that
given a query (p,e1,?), it starts from the entity e1 and at each step selects a relation
edge based on the query and the entire history. MINERVA learns to take an optimal
set of decisions (relation edges) to maximize the reward by reaching the correct an-
swer entity (entities). They train their agent using policy gradients, more specifically
REINFORCE (Williams, 1992).
The methods for random walk in knowledge graphs that use policy gradients suffer
from sparse rewards, i.e., only a small fraction of walks reach the correct entity. In
order to overcome this challenge, Shen et al. (2018) propose a graph-walking agent
called M-Walk. M-Walk uses an RNN to encode the states that are mapped separately
to the policy and the Q-values (action values). Their method combines the RNN policy
with Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) that generate trajectories yielding more pos-
itive rewards. Chen et al. (2018) frame the knowledge graph reasoning task as two
sub-steps, i.e., path-finding and path-reasoning. MINERVA and M-Walk handle path-
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finding by discovering paths that end in the correct entity node; however, they do not
take path-reasoning into account since all paths ending in the correct entity, regard-
less of being meaningful or not, get the reward of +1. Chen et al. (2018) propose
a variational inference framework (DIVA) which jointly models the path-finding and
path-reasoning steps.
The most recent triple-based models such as TuckER (Balazevic et al., 2019) still
perform well on the knowledge graph completion task because they can implicitly
learn from the existing paths; however, the main advantage of the methods that explic-
itly model the reasoning chains is their transparency. A triple-based model can only
output a scoring function f (p,e1,e2) that assigns high scores to triples based on the
embeddings of their relations and entities. For example, translation-based models as-
sign a high score to (p,e1,e2) if ve1 + vp ≈ ve2 , where vei (vp) is the embedding of ei
(p), but they cannot necessarily say why the embeddings are involved in this geometric
property. In addition to the scoring function, methods that model reasoning chains can
provide explanations for high-scoring triples in complex scenarios. Some of the above
methods can assign scores to different paths between entity pairs, and some others
(MINERVA, M-Walk, and DIVA) can even find the high scoring paths. The paths can
be used as explanations for assigning high scores to correct triples.
In chapter 4, we discuss how we can use entailment graphs as another interpretable
resource to improve the link prediction task.
2.3 Contextual Relation and Entity Embeddings
Recently, large pre-trained language models (LMs) such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),
GPT (Radford et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM (Lample and Conneau,
2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) have shown signif-
icant performance gains on many natural language processing tasks. They generalize
traditional word embeddings such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe em-
beddings (Pennington et al., 2014) by extracting contextual (context sensitive) word
representations.
These models usually have two steps: pre-training and fine-tuning (Devlin et al.,
2019). During pre-training, the models are trained on large unlabeled text by perform-
ing different pre-training tasks such as predicting the next word in a sequence (lan-
guage modeling) or predicting a masked word in an arbitrary position in a sequence
(masked language modeling). The earlier models have used multi-layer Bidirectional
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Long short-term memory (LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) architecture
(Peters et al., 2018), but the more recent ones are based on the Transformers architec-
ture (Vaswani et al., 2017). During fine-tuning, the models are first initialized with the
pre-trained parameters, and then fine-tuned using data from downstream tasks. Each
of the downstream tasks could have its own model; however, they are all initialized
with the same pre-trained parameters so that the information in the pre-trained models
can be transferred to them (Devlin et al., 2019).
In chapter 5, we propose a model that uses contextualized word embeddings to
learn relational entailment. In the rest of this section, we first summarize some of
the existing work on representation learning for relations that use contextualized word
embeddings (section 2.3.1). We then review some works that analyze the relational
knowledge that are already present in the existing pre-trained LMs (section 2.3.2).
2.3.1 Contextual Relation Representation
The Matching the Blanks (MTB) method of Baldini Soares et al. (2019) learns relation
representations directly from text by building on Lin and Pantel (2001)’s extensions of
Harris’ distributional representation hypothesis (Harris, 1954) to relations, and recent
advances in learning contextual word representations.
They assume access to a an entity linked text corpus and learn mappings from
relation statements to relation representations. They define a sequence of tokens as
x = {x0, . . . ,xn}, where x0 = [CLS] and xn = [SEP] are special start and end tokens
as used in Devlin et al. (2019). Let s1 = (i, j) and s2 = (k, l) be non-overlapping
open intervals with j < k that specify two entities. They define a relation statement
as ρ = (x,s1,s2). They learn a function hρ = fθ(ρ) that maps the relation statement
to a fixed length vector hρ ∈ Rd representing the relation stated in x between the two
entities that are marked by s1 and s2 (Baldini Soares et al., 2019). They test different
architectures for the relation encoder fθ based on the Transformers architecture used in
BERT. They note that adding special start and end tokens before and after each entity
mention, and representing the relation between the two entities by concatenating the
final hidden states of the entity start tokens is an effective way of learning fθ.
They train fθ in an unsupervised way by encouraging the dot product fθ(ρ)T fθ(ρ′)
to be high if they express semantically similar relations. The dot product should be
low, otherwise. Similar to the intuition behind the similarity scores defined in section
2.1.1, they assume that if the two relation ρ and ρ′ hold between the same entity pairs,
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they are likely to be semantically similar. They define a label l between two relation
statements. The label is 1 if the two entities are the same, and 0, otherwise. They
define the following binary classifier:
Pr(l = l|ρ,ρ′) = 1
1+ exp(− fθ(ρ)T fθ(ρ′))
.






i∈{1,...,N}, where N is the number
of relation statements ρi linked to entities ei1 and e
i
2. In order to avoid the encoder to







i∈{1,...,N}, where ρ̃i is the same as ρi except that one or two entities are
masked with a special [BLANK] token. They mask each entity with the probability
α = 0.7, so in only half of the examples both entities are masked. Without the blank
tokens, the encoder can be optimized to learn the named entity linker used to generate
D . They define the matching the blank loss function as a binary cross entropy loss that
assigns high scores to pairs of relation statements sharing the same entity pairs, and
low scores to other pairs of relation statements. They combine their loss function with
the original masked language model loss in BERT to train a task agnostic encoder fθ.
The encoder can be used in either an unsupervised manner, or a supervised manner
by fine-tuning on labeled data. Their method currently holds the state-of-the-art on a
number of relation extraction datasets.
In chapter 5, we propose a novel method to lean relation representations based
on contextualized embeddings of the relations. Similar to the MTB model, we use a
named entity linked corpus and learn the representations in an unsupervised way. How-
ever, we work on a corpus of parser-based extractions and our architecture depends on
the relation tokens, not the entity tokens. We learn two different sets of contextual and
out-of-context embeddings for relations. Hence, while the MTB model learns repre-
sentations that can capture paraphrasing, our representations learn a directional score
that is suitable for entailment. In addition, we do not need to introduce the blank tokens
and our method is more scalable since it simultaneously compares contextual embed-
dings of one relation statement with the out-of-context embeddings of a large number
of relations.
2.3.2 Language Models as Knowledge Graphs
Recent work has shown promising results in extracting relational knowledge from pre-
trained LMs without any fine-tuning. Petroni et al. (2019) introduce the LAMA (LAn-
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guage Model Analysis) benchmark, consisting of a set of facts in a number of knowl-
edge sources. They define that a pre-trained LM knows a fact or triple (r,e1,e2) such
as (bought, Facebook, Instagram) if it can predict masked objects in clozed sentences
tr such as Facebook bought __. The model predicts a fact as:
ê2 = argmaxe′2∈V PrLM(e
′
2|tr),
where V is the vocabulary and PrLM(e′2|tr) is the probability that the LM predicts e′2 in
the blank conditioned on the prompt tr (Jiang et al., 2020).
Petroni et al. (2019) analyze various pre-trained LMs on different types of knowl-
edge. They test for relations between entities in Wikipedia using Google-RE corpus14
and the T-REx knowledge source (Elsahar et al., 2018). They also investigate common-
sense relations in ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2012) and the knowledge necessary
to answer context-insensitive natural language questions in SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). Their analysis show that the largest BERT pre-trained LM captures relational
knowledge comparable to the relations extracted by an off-the-shelf relation extractor,
although the performance is poor for some types of relations, particularly the many-to-
many relations.
The prompts in Petroni et al. (2019) are based on manually created templates. Jiang
et al. (2020) argue that these prompts are sub-optimal because LMs might be aware of
the knowledge in a completely different context. Therefore, the prompts provide a
lower-bound estimate of the knowledge that actually exists in the LMs. They propose
methods to generate alternative prompts that could reveal that the LMs in fact capture
the queried knowledge. They test a mining-based approach that relies on the shared
entity pairs between relations, and a paraphrasing approach that translates the tem-
plates into a target language and translates them back to English. They show that these
approaches as well as their combination improve the reported accuracy in the previous
works (Jiang et al., 2020).
In our work in chapter 5, we also query language models, but our work has sub-
stantial differences. The above work handles single token queries because querying for
multiple tokens has some technical challenges. They only consider objects (the entity
e2), but not relations as many of them span multiple tokens (Petroni et al., 2019). In
contrast, we query relations that hold between the entities and handle multiple-token
queries. In addition, while the previous work investigates the pre-trained LMs, we
fine-tune the embeddings and learn directional scores for all relations. The pre-trained
14https://code.google.com/archive/p/relation-extraction-corpus/
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LMs have access to a static set of knowledge, but our parser-based approach can ex-
tract relations from any new text and generalize to novel relations using the discovered
entailment rules.
Chapter 3
Learning Typed Entailment Graphs
with Global Soft Constraints
In this chapter, we present a new method for learning typed entailment graphs from
text. We extract predicate-argument structures in the form of relation and entity-pair
triples from multiple-source news corpora, and compute local distributional similarity
scores to learn entailments between relations with typed entities (e.g., person con-
tracted disease). Previous work has used transitivity constraints to improve local de-
cisions, but these constraints are intractable on large graphs. We instead propose a
scalable method that learns globally consistent similarity scores based on new soft
constraints that consider both the structures across typed entailment graphs and inside
each graph. Learning takes only a few hours to run over 100K relations and our re-
sults show large improvements over local similarity scores on two entailment datasets.
We further show improvements over paraphrases and entailments from the Paraphrase
Database, and prior state-of-the-art entailment graphs. We show that the entailment
graphs improve performance in a downstream task.
3.1 Introduction
The lack of a well-established form-independent semantic representation for natural
language is the most important single obstacle to bridging the gap between queries
and text resources. In this chapter, we learn meaning postulates such as buying entails
owning that can be used to augment the standard form-dependent semantics. Our goal
is to learn entailment rules between typed relations with two entities, where the type of
each relations is determined by the types of its entities. We construct typed entailment
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graphs, with typed relations as nodes and entailment rules as edges.
Entailment rules are detected by computing a similarity score between the typed
relations based on the distributional inclusion hypothesis, which states that a word
(relation) p entails another word (relation) q if in any context that p can be used so can
be q (Dagan et al., 1999; Geffet and Dagan, 2005; Herbelot and Ganesalingam, 2013;
Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh, 2016). Earlier works have taken a “local learning” approach
(Lin, 1998; Weeds and Weir, 2003; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008; Schoenmackers et al.,
2010), i.e., learning entailment rules independently from each other.
One problem facing local learning approaches is that many correct edges are not
identified because of data sparsity and many wrong edges are spuriously identified as
valid entailments. A “global learning” approach, where dependencies between entail-
ment rules are taken into account, can improve the local decisions significantly. Berant
et al. (2011) imposed transitivity constraints on the entailments, such that the inclusion
of rules p→q and q→r implies that of p→r. While they showed transitivity constraints
to be effective in learning entailment graphs, the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) so-
lution of Berant et al. (2011) is not scalable beyond a few hundred nodes. In fact, the
problem of finding a maximally weighted transitive subgraph of a graph with arbitrary
edge weights is NP-hard (Berant et al., 2011).
We proposes a scalable solution that does not rely on transitivity closure, but in-
stead uses two global soft constraints that maintain structural similarity both across
and within each typed entailment graph (Figure 3.1). We introduce an unsupervised
framework to learn globally consistent similarity scores given local similarity scores
(section 3.4). Our method is highly parallelizable and takes only a few hours to apply
to more than 100K relations.1,2
Our experiments (section 3.6) show that the global scores improve significantly
over local scores and outperform state-of-the-art entailment graphs on two standard
entailment rule datasets (Berant et al., 2011; Levy and Dagan, 2016; Holt, 2018). We
ultimately intend the typed entailment graphs to provide a resource for entailment and
paraphrase rules for use in semantic parsing and open domain question-answering, as
has been done for similar resources such as the Paraphrase Database (PPDB; Ganitke-
vitch et al., 2013; Pavlick et al., 2015) in Wang et al. (2015b); Dong et al. (2017).3
1We performed our experiments on a 32-core 2.3 GHz machine with 256GB of RAM.
2Our code, extracted triples and the learned entailment graphs are available at https://github.
com/mjhosseini/entGraph.
3The relations inside each clique in the entailment graphs are considered to be paraphrases.
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With that end in view, we have included a comparison with PPDB in our evaluation on
the entailment datasets. We also show that the learned entailment rules improve perfor-
mance on a question-answering task (section 3.7) with no tuning or prior knowledge
of the task.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. We discuss related works in section 3.2
and our framework for computing local entailment scores in section 3.3. We propose
our new model in section 3.4 and discuss the experimental setup in section 3.5. We an-
alyze the results in section 3.6 and use the entailment graphs to improve a downstream
task in section 3.7. We conclude the chapter in section 3.8.
3.2 Related Work
Our work in this chapter is closely related to Berant et al. (2011), where entailment
graphs are learned by imposing transitivity constraints on the entailment rules. How-
ever, the exact solution to the problem is not scalable beyond a few hundred relations,
while the number of relations that we capture is two orders of magnitude larger (sec-
tion 3.5). Hence, it is necessary to resort to approximate methods based on assumptions
concerning the graph structure. Berant et al. (2012) and Berant et al. (2015) propose
Tree-Node-Fix (TNF), an approximation method that scales better by additionally as-
suming the entailment graphs are “Forest-Reducible", where a relation cannot entail
two (or more) relations q and r such that neither q→r nor r→q (FRG assumption).
However, as discussed in section 2.1.2, the FRG assumption is not correct for many
real-world domains. For example, a person visiting a place entails both arriving at that
place and leaving that place, while the latter do not necessarily entail each other. Our
work injects two other types of prior knowledge about the structure of the graph that
are less expensive to incorporate and yield better results on entailment rule datasets.
Abend et al. (2014) learn entailment rules over multi-word relations with different
levels of compositionality. We also consider multi-word relations in our graphs (sec-
tion 3.3.1). Pavlick et al. (2015) add various relationships, including entailment, to
phrase pairs in PPDB. This includes a broader range of entailment rules such as lexical
entailment. In contrast to our method, these works rely on supervised data and take a
local learning approach.
Another related strand of research is link prediction (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes
et al., 2013; Riedel et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al.,
2018; Balazevic et al., 2019), where the source data are extractions from text, facts in
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knowledge bases, or both (section 2.2). Unlike our work, which directly learns en-
tailment rules between relations, these methods aim at predicting the source data, i.e.,
whether two entities have a particular relation. The common wisdom is that entailment
rules are by-product of these methods (Riedel et al., 2013). However, this assumption
has not usually been explicitly evaluated. Explicit entailment rules provide explain-
able resources that can be used in downstream tasks. Our experiments show that our
method significantly outperforms ConvE, a state-of-the-art link prediction method.
3.3 Computing Local Similarity Scores
We first extract predicate-argument structures in the form of relation and entity-pair
triples using a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG; Steedman, 2000) semantic
parser (section 3.3.1). We map the entities to their Wikipedia URLs using a named
entity linker (section 3.3.2). We extract types such as person and disease for each
entity (section 3.3.2). We then compute local similarity scores between relation pairs
(section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 Relation Extraction
We run the semantic parser of Reddy et al. (2014), GraphParser, on the NewsSpike
corpus (Zhang and Weld, 2013) to extract binary relations between entity pairs. Graph-
Parser uses CCG syntactic derivations and λ-calculus to convert sentences to neo-
Davisonian semantics, a first-order logic that uses event identifiers (Parsons, 1990).
For example, for the sentence, Obama visited Hawaii in 2012, GraphParser produces
the logical form
∃e.visit1(e,Obama)∧visit2(e,Hawaii)∧ visitin(e,2012),
where e denotes an event. We consider a relation for each pair of entities, hence, there
will be three relations for the above sentence: visit1,2 with entities (Obama,Hawaii),
visit1,in with entities (Obama,2012) and visit2,in with entities (Hawaii,2012). We cur-
rently only use extracted triples that involve two named entities or one named entity
and a noun. We constrain the triples to have at least one named entity to reduce ambi-
guity in finding entailments.
We perform a few automatic post-processing steps on the output of the parser. First,
we normalize the predicates by lemmatization of their head words. Passive predicates
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are mapped to active ones and we extract negations and particle verb predicates. Next,
we discard unary relations and relations involving coordination of arguments, e.g., we
discard the relation visit1,1 with entities (Barack,Michelle) extracted from the sentence
Barack and Michelle visited Hawaii in 2012. Finally, whenever we see a relation
between a subject and an object, and a relation between object and a third argument
connected by a prepositional phrase, we add a new relation between the subject and
the third argument by concatenating the relation name with the object. For example,
for the sentence China has a border with India, we extract a relation have border1,with
between China and India. We perform a similar process for PPs attached to VPs. For
example, for the sentence Bangladesh maintains relations with Japan., we extract a
relation maintain relationships1,with between Bangladesh and Japan. Most of the light
verbs and multi-word predicates will be extracted by the above post-processing (e.g.,
take care1,o f ) which will recover many salient ternary relations.
While entailments and paraphrasing can benefit from n-ary relations, e.g., person
visits a location in a time, we currently follow previous work (Lewis and Steedman,
2013a; Berant et al., 2015) in confining our attention to binary relations, leaving the
construction of n-ary graphs to future work.
3.3.2 Linking and Typing entities
Entailment and paraphrasing depend on the context. While using exact context is im-
practical in forming entailment graphs, many authors have used the type of the entities
to disambiguate polysemous predicates (Berant et al., 2011, 2015; Lewis and Steed-
man, 2013a; Lewis, 2014). Typing also reduces the size of the entailment graphs.
Since named entities can be referred to in many different ways, we use a named
entity linking tool to normalize the named entities. In the experiments below, we use
AIDALight (Nguyen et al., 2014), a fast and accurate named entity linker, to link
named entities to their Wikipedia URLs (if any). We thus type all entities that can be
grounded in Wikipedia. We first map the Wikipedia URL of the entities to Freebase
(Bollacker et al., 2008). We select the most notable type of the entity from Freebase
and map it to FIGER types (Ling and Weld, 2012) such as building, disease, person
and location, using only the first level of the FIGER type hierarchy.4 For example,
instead of event/sports_event, we use event as type. If an entity cannot be grounded
in Wikipedia or its Freebase type does not have a mapping to FIGER, we assign the
449 types out of 113 FIGER types.
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default type thing to it.
Lewis and Steedman (2013a) and Lewis (2014) learn types using topic modeling,
in particular, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA; Blei et al., 2003). They form a docu-
ment for each unary predicate (e.g., visit1), based on all its arguments (e.g., Obama).
The types correspond to the learned topics, and are assigned human-readable formats
according to their arguments. We tried this method in our preliminary experiments;
however, we noticed significant improvements using our typing method. The topic
modeling types were relatively accurate for frequent entities, but they were very noisy
for infrequent ones. In contrast, FIGER types provide more accurate and fine-grained
types for entities.
3.3.3 Local Distributional Similarities
For each typed relation (e.g., visit1,2 with types person,location), we extract a feature
vector. We use as feature types the set of entity pair strings (e.g., Obama-Hawaii) that
instantiate the relation. The value of each feature is the pointwise mutual information
(PMI) between the relation and the feature. We use the feature vectors to compute
three local similarity scores (both symmetric and directional) between typed relations:
Weeds (Weeds and Weir, 2003), Lin (Lin, 1998), and Balanced Inclusion (BInc; Szpek-
tor and Dagan, 2008) similarities (section 2.1.1).
3.4 Learning Globally Consistent Entailment Graphs
We learn globally consistent similarity scores based on local similarity scores. The
global scores will be used to form typed entailment graphs.
3.4.1 Problem Formulation
Let T be a set of types and U be a set of untyped relations. We denote by R̄(t1, t2)
the set of typed relations u(:t1, :t2), where t1, t2 ∈ T and u ∈ U . Each u(:t1, :t2) ∈
R̄(t1, t2) takes as input entities of types t1 and t2. An example of a typed relation is
win1,2(:team,:event) that can be instantiated with win1,2(Seahawks: team, Super Bowl:
event).
We define R(t1, t2) = R̄(t1, t2)∪ R̄(t2, t1). We often denote elements of R(t1, t2) by
p, q and r, where each element is a typed relation as above. For a p=u(:t1, :t2) ∈
R(t1, t2), we denote by π(p)=u, τ1(p)=t1 and τ2(p)=t2. We compute distributional
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T set of types (e.g., person, disease)
U set of untyped relations (e.g., win1,2)
u(:t1, :t2) typed relations: t1, t2 ∈ T
R̄(t1, t2) set of typed relations u(:t1, :t2)




p,q,r ∈ R convenience variables
π(p) projection of p to its untyped relation
τ1(p) projection of p to its 1st type
τ2(p) projection of p to its 2nd type
w0pq(wpq) local (global) similarity score for typed rela-
tions p and q
W0(t1, t2)
(W(t1, t2))
matrix containing all local (global) similarity
scores between relations with types t1, t2
W0 (W) local (global) block-diagonal matrix of all
similarity matrices W0(t1, t2) (W(t1, t2))
Table 3.1: The main variables in our formulation.
similarities between relations with the same entity types. We denote by W0(t1, t2) ∈
[0,1]|R(t1,t2)|×|R(t1,t2)| the (sparse) matrix containing all local similarity scores w0pq be-
tween relations p and q with types t1 and t2, where |R(t1, t2)| is the size of R(t1, t2).5
The relations can entail each other with the same entity order (direct) or in the
reverse order, i.e., u(:t1, :t2) might entail v(:t1, :t2) or v(:t2, :t1). For the graphs with the
same types (e.g., t1=t2=person), we keep two copies of the relations one for each of
the possible orderings. This allows us to model entailments with reverse entity orders,
e.g., is son of1,2(:person1,:person2)→ is parent of1,2(:person2,:person1).
We define R =
⋃
t1,t2 R(t1, t2), the set of all typed relations, and W
0 as a block-
diagonal matrix consisting of all the local similarity matrices W0(t1, t2). Similarly,
we define W(t1, t2) and W as the matrices consisting of globally consistent similarity
scores wpq we wish to learn.
The global similarity scores are used to form entailment graphs by thresholding





5For each similarity measure, we define one separate matrix and run the learning algorithm sepa-
rately, but for simplicity of notation, we do not show the similarity measure names.












Figure 3.1: Learning entailments that are consistent (A) across different but related
typed entailment graphs and (B) within each graph. 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 determines how much
different graphs are related. The dotted edges are missing, but will be recovered by
considering relationships shown by across-graph (red) and within-graph (light blue) con-
nections.
where R(t1, t2) are the nodes and E(t1, t2) = {(p,q)|p,q ∈ R(t1, t2),wpq ≥ δ} are the
edges of the entailment graphs.
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the variables we use in our formulation.
3.4.2 Learning Algorithm
Existing approaches to learn entailment graphs from text miss many correct edges be-
cause of data sparsity, i.e., the lack of explicit evidence in the corpus that a relation p
entails another relation q. The goal of our method is to use evidence from the existing
edges that have been assigned high confidence to predict missing ones, and remove
spurious edges. We propose two global soft constraints that maintain structural simi-
larity both across and within each typed entailment graph. The constraints are based
on the following two observations.
First, it is standard to learn a separate typed entailment graph for each (plausible)
type-pair because entities provide necessary disambiguation for the relation meaning
(Berant et al., 2011, 2012; Lewis and Steedman, 2013a,b; Berant et al., 2015). How-
ever, many entailment rules for which we have direct evidence only in a few subgraphs
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Figure 3.2: The objective function to jointly learn global scores W and the compatibility
function β, given local scores W0. LwithinGraph encourages global and local scores to
be close; LcrossGraph encourages similarities to be consistent between different typed
entailment graphs; LpResolution encourages paraphrase relations to have the same pat-
tern of entailment. We use an `1 regularization penalty to remove entailments with low
confidence.
may in fact apply over many others (Figure 3.1A). For example, we may not have found
direct evidence that mentions of a living_thing (e.g., a virus) triggering a disease are
accompanied by mentions of the living_thing causing that disease (because of data
sparsity), whereas we have found that mentions of a government_agency triggering an
event are reliably accompanied by mentions of causing that event. While we show that
typing is necessary to learning entailments (section 3.6), we propose to learn all typed
entailment graphs jointly.
Second, we encourage paraphrase relations (where p→q and q→p) to have the
same patterns of entailment (Figure 3.1B), i.e. to entail and be entailed by the same
relations, global soft constraints that we call paraphrase resolution. Using these soft
constraint, a missing entailment (e.g., medicine treats disease→ medicine is useful for
disease) can be identified by considering the entailments of a paraphrase relation (e.g.,
medicine cures disease→ medicine is useful for disease).
Sharing entailments across different typed entailment graphs is only semantically
correct for some relations and types. In order to learn when we can generalize an entail-
ment from one graph to another, we define a compatibility function β : U × (T×T )×
(T×T )→ [0,1]. The function is defined for an untyped relation and two type pairs
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(Figure 3.1A). It specifies the extent of compatibility for a single untyped relation be-
tween different typed entailment graphs, with 1 being completely compatible and 0
being irrelevant. In particular β
(




determines how much we expect the
outgoing edges of u(:t1, :t2) and u(:t ′1, :t
′
2) to be similar. We constrain β to be symmetric
between t1, t2 and t ′1, t
′





should be the same as u(:t ′1, :t
′
2) with u(:t1, :t2). We denote by~β, a vectorization con-
sisting of the values of β for all possible input untyped relations and types.
Note that the global similarity scores W and the compatibility vector ~β are not
known in advance. Given local similarity scores W0, we learn W and~β jointly by only
relying on the set of extractions and without any external supervised data. We mini-
mize the loss function defined in Equation 3.1 which consists of three soft constraints
defined below and an `1 regularization term (Figure 3.2).
LwithinGraph. Equation 3.2 encourages global scores wpq to be close to local scores
w0pq, so that the global scores will not stray too far from the original scores.
LcrossGraph. Equation 3.3 encourages each relation’s entailments to be similar across
typed entailment graphs (Figure 3.1A) if the relations have similar neighbors. We
penalize the difference of entailments in two different graphs, when the compatibility
function is high. For each pair of typed relations (p,q) ∈ R(t1, t2), we define a set of
neighbors (relations with different types):
N(p,q) =
{
(p′,q′) ∈ R(t ′1, t ′2)|t ′1, t ′2 ∈ T,




where a(p,q) is true if the relation orders of p and q match, and false otherwise. For
each (p′,q′) ∈ N(p,q), we penalize the difference of entailments by adding the term
β(·)(wpq−wp′q′)2. We add a prior term on~β as λ2‖~1−~β‖22, where~1 is a vector of the
same size as ~β with all 1s. Without the prior term (i.e., λ2=0), all the elements of ~β
will become zero. Increasing λ2 will keep (some of the) elements of ~β non-zero and
encourages communications between related graphs.
LpResolution. Equation 3.4 denotes the paraphrase resolution global soft constraints
that encourage paraphrase relations to have the same patterns of entailments (Figure
3.1B). The function Iε(x) equals x if x > ε and zero, otherwise.6 Unlike LcrossGraph in
6In our experiments, we set ε = .3. Smaller values of ε yield similar results, but learning is slower.
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Equation 3.3, Equation 3.4 operates on the edges within each graph. If both wpq and
wqp are high, their incoming and outgoing edges from/to nodes r are encouraged to
be similar. We name this global constraint, paraphrase resolution, since it might add
missing links (e.g., p→r) if p and q are paraphrases of each other and q→r, or break
the paraphrase relationship, if the incoming and outgoing edges are very different.
We impose an `1 penalty on the elements of W as λ1‖W‖1, where λ1 is a non-
negative tuning hyperparameter that controls the strength of the penalty applied to the
elements of W. This term removes entailments with low confidence from the entail-
ment graphs. Note that Equation 3.1 has W0 and average of W0 across different typed
entailment graphs (section 3.5.4) as its special cases. The former is achieved by set-
ting λ1=λ2=0 and ε=1 and the latter by λ1=0, λ2=∞ and ε=1. We do not explicitly
weight the different components of the loss function, as the effect of LcrossGraph and
LpResolution can be controlled by λ2 and ε, respectively.
Equation 3.1 can be interpreted as an inference problem in a Markov Random Field
(MRF) (Kindermann and Snell, 1980), where the nodes of the MRF are the global
scores wpq and the parameters β
(




. The MRF will have five log-linear
factor types: one unary factor type for LwithinGraph, one three-variable factor type for
the first term of LcrossGraph and a unary factor type for the prior on~β, one four-variable
factor type for LpResolution and a unary factor type for the `1 regularization term. Figure
3.1 shows an example factor graph (unary factors are not shown for simplicity).
We learn W and ~β jointly using a message passing approach based on the Block
Coordinate Descent method (Xu and Yin, 2013) . We initialize W =W0. Assuming
that we know the global similarity scores W, we learn how much the entailments are
compatible between different types (~β) and vice versa. Given W fixed, each wpq sends
messages to the corresponding β(·) elements, which will be used to update~β. Given~β
fixed, we do one iteration of learning for each wpq. Each β(·) and wpq elements send
messages to the related elements in W, which will be in turn updated.
Figure 3.3 shows the update rules of the learning algorithm. The global similarity
scores wpq are updated using Equation 3.6, where cpq and ηpq are defined in Equation
3.7 and Equation 3.8, respectively. 1(x) equals 1 if the condition x is satisfied and zero,
otherwise. The compatibility functions β(·) are updated using Equation 3.9.
Based on the update rules, we always have wpq ≤ 1 and ~β ≤~1. Each iteration of
the learning method takes:
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wpq = 1(cpq > λ1)(cpq−λ1)/ηpq (3.6)
cpq = w0pq + ∑
(p′,q′)∈N(p,q)
β(·)wp′q′







Iε(wqr)Iε(wrq)wpr + Iε(wpr)Iε(wrp)wrq (3.7)


















Figure 3.3: The update rules for wpq and β(·). The global scores wpq are initially set to
w0pq. In each iteration, the compatibility values β(·) are computed given fixed values of
wpq. Then, the global scores wpq are updated given fixed β(·).
O
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time, where ‖W‖0 is the number of nonzero elements of W (number of edges in the
current graph), |T | is the number of types and ‖wp:‖0 (‖w:p‖0) is the number of nonzero
elements of the pth row (column) of the matrix (out-degree and in-degree of the node
p). In our experiments, the total number of edges is ≈ .01|R|2 and most of relation
pairs are seen in less than 20 subgraphs, instead of |T |2. In practice, learning converges
after 5 iterations of full updates. The method is highly parallelizable, and our efficient
implementation does the learning in only a few hours.
3.5 Experimental Setup
We extract binary relations from a multiple-source news corpus (section 3.5.1) and
compute local and global scores. We form entailment graphs based on the similarity
scores and test our model on two entailment rules datasets (section 3.5.2). We then
discuss parameter tuning (section 3.5.3) and baseline systems (section 3.5.4).
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3.5.1 Training Corpus: Multiple-Source News
We use the multiple-source NewsSpike corpus of Zhang and Weld (2013). NewsSpike
was deliberately built to include different articles from different sources describing
identical news stories. They scraped RSS news feeds from January-February 2013 and
linked them to full stories collected through a web search of the RSS titles. The corpus
contains 550K news articles (20M sentences). Since this corpus contains multiple
sources covering the same events, it is well-suited to our purpose of learning entailment
and paraphrase relationships.
We extracted 29M triples using the procedure in Section 3.3.1. In our experiments,
we used two cutoffs within each typed subgraph to reduce the effect of noise in the
corpus: (1) remove any entity-pair that is observed with less than C1=3 unique rela-
tions; (2) remove any relation that is observed with less than C2=3 unique entity-pairs.
This leaves us with |U |=101K unique untyped relations and |R|=304K unique typed
relations in 346 entailment graphs. The maximum graph size is 53K nodes7 and the
total number of non-zero local scores in all graphs is 66M. In the future, we plan to
test our method on an even larger corpus, but preliminary experiments suggest that data
sparsity will persist regardless of the corpus size, due to the power law distribution of
the terms. We compared our extractions qualitatively with Stanford Open IE (Etzioni
et al., 2011; Angeli et al., 2015). Our CCG-based extraction generated noticeably bet-
ter relations for longer sentences with long-range dependencies such as those involving
coordination.
3.5.2 Evaluation Entailment Datasets
3.5.2.1 Levy/Holt’s Entailment Dataset
Levy and Dagan (2016) proposed a new annotation method (and a new dataset) for
collecting relational inference data in context. Their method removes a major bias in
other inference datasets such as Zeichner’s (Zeichner et al., 2012), where candidate
entailments were selected using a directional similarity measure. Levy & Dagan form
questions of the type which city (qtype), is located near (qrelation), mountains (qentity)?
and provide possible answers of the form Kyoto (panswer), is surrounded by (prelation),
mountains (pentity). Annotators are shown a question with multiple possible answers,
where panswer is masked by qtype to reduce the bias towards world knowledge. If the
7There are 4 graphs with more than 20K nodes, 3 graphs with 10K to 20K nodes, and 16 graphs
with 1K to 10K nodes.
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annotator indicates the answer as True (False), it is interpreted that the relation in the
answer entails (does not entail) the relation in the question.
While the Levy entailment dataset removes a major bias in previous datasets, a
recent evaluation identified high labeling error rate for entailments that hold only in
one direction (Holt, 2018). Holt analyzed 150 positive examples and showed that 33%
of the claimed entailments are correct only in the opposite direction, while 15% do not
entail in any direction. Holt (2018) designed a task to crowd-annotate the dataset by
a) adding the reverse entailment (q→p) for each original positive entailment (p→q)
in Levy’s dataset; and b) directly asking the annotators if a positive example (or its
reverse) is an entailment or not (as opposed to relying on a factoid question). We test
our method on this re-annotated dataset of 18,407 examples (3,916 positive and 14,491
negative), which we refer to as Levy/Holt.8 We run our CCG-based binary relation
extraction on the examples. The parser might return multiple extractions given the
sentence of a single example; however, when possible we select a parse with the same
entities as in the example. We perform our typing procedure (section 3.3.2) on panswer
(e.g., Kyoto) and pentity (e.g., mountains) to find the types of the entities. We split the
re-annotated dataset into dev (30%) and test (70%) such that all the examples with the
same qtype and qrelation are assigned to only one of the sets.
3.5.2.2 Berant’s Entailment Dataset
Berant et al. (2011) annotated all the edges of 10 typed entailment graphs based on the
relations in their corpus. The dataset contains 3,427 edges (positive), and 35,585 non-
edges (negative). We evaluate our method on all the examples of Berant’s entailment
dataset. The types of this dataset do not match with FIGER types, but we perform a
simple hand-mapping between their types and FIGER types.9
3.5.3 Parameter Tuning
We selected λ1=.01 and ε=.3 based on preliminary experiments on the dev set of
Levy/Holt’s dataset. We select λ2 from {0,0.01,0.1,0.5,1,1.5,2,10,∞}.10 We do not
tune λ2 for Berant’s dataset. We instead use the selected value based on the Levy/Holt
dev set. In all our experiments, we remove any local score w0pq < .01. We show
precision-recall curves by changing the threshold δ on the similarity scores.
8www.github.com/xavi-ai/relational-implication-dataset
910 mappings in total (e.g., animal to living_thing and place to location).
10The selected value was usually around 1.5.
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3.5.4 Comparison
We test our model by ablation of the global soft constraints LcrossGraph and LpResolution,
testing simple baselines to resolve sparsity and comparing to the state-of-the-art re-
sources. We also compare with two distributional approaches that can be used to pre-
dict relation similarity. We compare the following models and resources.
CG_PR is our novel model with both global soft constraints. CG is our model
without LpResolution. Local is the local distributional similarities without any change.
AVG is the average of the local scores across all the entailment graphs that contain
both relations in an entailment of interest. We set λ2 = ∞ which forces all the values
of~β to be 1, hence resulting in a uniform average of local scores. Untyped scores are
local scores learned without types. We set the cutoffs C1=20 and C2=20 to have a
graph with total number of edges similar to the typed entailment graphs.
ConvE scores are cosine similarities of low-dimensional relation representations
learned by ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018), a state-of-the-art model for link predic-
tion. ConvE is a multi-layer convolutional network model that is highly parameter
efficient (section 2.2). We learn 200-dimensional vectors for each relation (and entity)
by applying ConvE to the set of extractions of the above untyped graph. We learned
embeddings for each relation and its reverse to handle examples where the entity order
of the two relations are different. Additionally, we tried TransE (Bordes et al., 2013),
another link prediction method which despite its simplicity, produces very competitive
results in knowledge base completion. However, we do not present its full results as
they were worse than ConvE.11
PPDB is based on the Paraphrase Database (PPDB) of Pavlick et al. (2015). We
accept an example as entailment if it is labeled as a paraphrase or entailment in the
PPDB XL lexical or phrasal collections.12 Berant_ILP is based on the entailment
graphs of Berant et al. (2011).13 For Berant’s dataset, we directly compared our results
to the ones reported in Berant et al. (2011). For Levy/Holt’s dataset, we used publicly
available entailment rules derived from Berant et al. (2011) that gives us one point
of precision and recall in the plots. While the rules are typed and can be applied in
11We also tried the average of GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) of the words in each
relation, but the results were worse than ConvE.
12We also tested the largest collection (XXXL) , but the precision was very low on Berant’s dataset
(below 30%).
13We also tested the graphs from Berant et al. (2015), but do not report the results as they are very
similar.
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a context sensitive manner, ignoring the types and applying the rules out of context
yields much better results (Levy and Dagan, 2016). This is attributable to both the
non-standard types used by Berant et al. (2011) and also the general data sparsity issue.
In all our experiments, we first test a set of rule-based constraints introduced by
Berant et al. (2011) on the examples before the prediction by our methods (section
2.1.2.1). In the experiments on Levy/Holt’s dataset, in order to maintain compatibility
with Levy and Dagan (2016), we also run the lemma based heuristic process used by
them before applying our methods. If an example is labeled as entailment by the lemma
baseline, we label it as positive. After lemmatizing the premise relation (prelation)
and the hypothesis relation (qrelation), the baseline classifies an example as positive
if four conditions are satisfied: (1) prelation contains all of qrelation’s content words,
(2) The two relations share a verb, (3) The relations’ active/passive voice match the
alignments of their entities and (4) The relations agree on negation. We do not apply
the lemma based process on Berant’s dataset in order to compare with Berant et al’s
(2011) reported results directly. In experiments with CG_PR and CG, if the typed
entailment graph corresponding to an example does not have one or both relations, we
resort to the average score between all typed entailment graphs.
3.6 Results and Discussion
To test the efficacy of our globally consistent entailment graphs, we compare them with
the baseline systems in Section 3.6.1. We test the effect of approximating transitivity
constraints in Section 3.6.2. Section 3.6.3 concerns error analysis.
3.6.1 Globally Consistent Entailment Graphs
We test our method using three distributional similarity measures: Weeds similarity
(Weeds and Weir, 2003), Lin similarity (Lin, 1998) and Balanced Inclusion (BInc;
Szpektor and Dagan, 2008). The first two similarity measures are symmetric,14 while
BInc is directional. Figures 3.4A and 3.4B show precision-recall curves of the different
methods on Levy/Holt’s and Berant’s datasets, respectively, using BInc. We show the
full curve for BInc as it is directional and on the development portion of Levy/Holt’s
dataset, it yields better results than Weeds and Lin.
14Weeds similarity is the harmonic average of Weeds precision and Weeds recall, hence a symmetric
measure.
















Figure 3.4: Comparison of globally consistent entailment graphs to the baselines on
Levy/Holt’s (A) and Berant’s (B) datasets. The results are compared to graphs learned
by Forest-Reducible Graph Assumption on Levy/Holts’s (C) and Berant’s (D) datasets.
In addition, Table 3.2 shows the area under the precision-recall curve (AUC) for
all variants of the three similarity measures. Note that each method covers a different
range of precisions and recalls. We compute AUC for precisions in the range [0.5,1],
because all methods cover this range and predictions with precision better than random
guess are more important for end applications such as question-answering and seman-
tic parsing. For each similarity measure, we tested statistical significance between
the methods using bootstrap resampling with 10K experiments (Efron and Tibshirani,
1985; Koehn, 2004). In Table 3.2, the best result for each dataset and similarity mea-
sure is boldfaced. If the difference of another model with the best result is not signifi-
cantly different with p-value < .05, the second model is also boldfaced.
Among the distributional similarities based on BInc, BInc_CG_PR outperforms all
the other models in both datasets. In comparison to BInc score’s AUC, we observe
more than 100% improvement on Levy/Holt’s dataset and about 30% improvement on
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local untyped AVG CG CG_PR
LEVY/HOLT’S dataset
BInc .076 .127 .157 .162 .165
Lin .074 .120 .146 .151 .149
Weed .073 .115 .143 .149 .147
ConvE - .112 - - -
BERANT’S dataset
BInc .138 .167 .144 .177 .179
Lin .147 .158 .172 .186 .189
Weed .146 .154 .171 .184 .187
ConvE - .144 - - -
Table 3.2: Area under precision-recall curve (for precision > 0.5) for different variants
of similarity measures: local, untyped, AVG, crossGraph (CG) and crossGraph + pRes-
olution (CG_PR). We report results on two datasets. Bold indicates stat significance
(see text).
Berant’s. Given the consistent gains, our proposed model appears to alleviate the data
sparsity and the noise inherent to local scores. Our method also outperforms PPDB and
Berant_ILP on both datasets. The second best performing model is BInc_CG, which
improves the results significantly over the BInc_AVG. This confirms that learning what
subset of entailments should be generalized across different typed entailment graphs
(i.e.,~β) is effective.
The untyped models yield a single large entailment graph. They contain (noisy)
edges that are not found in smaller typed entailment graphs. For example, our corpus
does not have many relations with types medicine or disease. Therefore, many en-
tailments with those types might not be directly found in the typed entailment graphs.
Despite the noise, untyped models for all three similarity measures still perform better
than the typed ones in terms of AUC. However, they do worse in the high-precision
range. For example, BInc_untyped is worse than BInc for precision > 0.85. The AVG
models do surprisingly well (only about 0.5 to 3.5 below CG_PR in terms of AUC),
but note that only a subset of the typed entailment graphs might have relations p and
q of interest (usually not more than 10 typed entailment graphs out of 346 graphs).
Therefore, the AVG models are generally expected to outperform the untyped ones, as
typing has refined the entailments and averaging just improves the recall.
Comparison of CG_PR with CG models confirms that explicitly encouraging para-
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phrase relations to have the same patterns of entailment is effective. It improves the
results for BInc score, which is a directional similarity measure. We also tested apply-
ing the paraphrase resolution soft constraints alone, but the differences with the local
scores were not statistically significant. This suggests that the paraphrase resolution is
more helpful when similarities are transferred between graphs, as this can cause incon-
sistencies around the relations with transferred similarities, which are then resolved by
the paraphrase resolution constraints.
The results of the distributional representations learned by ConvE are worse than
most other methods. We attribute this outcome to the fact that a) while entailment
rules are directional, these methods are symmetric; b) the learned embeddings are op-
timized for tasks other than entailment or paraphrase detection; and c) the embeddings
are learned regardless of entity types. However, even the BInc_untyped baseline out-
performs ConvE, showing that it is important to use a directional measure that directly
models entailment. In chapter 4, we propose a model that does not have the the above
limitations and show improved results.
3.6.2 Effect of Transitivity Constraints
Our largest graph has 53K nodes, we thus tested approximate methods instead of the
ILP to close entailment rules under transitivity (section 3.2). The approximate TNF
method of Berant et al. (2011) did not scale to the size of our graphs with moderate
sparsity parameters. Berant et al. (2015) also present a heuristic method, High-To-
Low Forest-Reducible Graph (HTL-FRG), which gets slightly better results than TNF
on their dataset, and which scales to graphs of the size we work with.15
We applied the HTL-FRG method to the globally consistent similarity scores, i.e.,
BInc_CG_PR (shown as BInc_CG_PR_HTL) and changed the threshold on the scores
to get a precision-recall curve. Figures 3.4C and 3.4D show the results of this method
on Levy/Holt’s and Berant’s datasets. Our experiments show, in contrast to the results
of Berant et al. (2015), that the HTL-FRG method leads to worse results when applied
to our global scores. This result is caused because a) The use of heuristic methods in
place of globally optimizing via ILP leads to suboptimal edge selection. Especially,
committing to wrong edges at the early iterations of the HTL-FRG method could pre-
vent the addition of many correct edges in the future iterations; and b) Many valid
15TNF did not converge after two weeks for threshold δ = .04. For δ = .12 (precisions higher than
80%), it converged, but with results slightly worse than HTL-FRG on both datasets.
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Error type Example
False Positive
Spurious correlation (57%) Microsoft released Internet Explorer→ Internet
Explorer was developed by Microsoft
Relation normalization (31%) The pain may be relieved by aspirin→ The pain
can be treated with aspirin
Lemma based process & parsing
(12%)
President Kennedy came to Texas → President
Kennedy came from Texas
False Negative
Sparsity (93%) Cape town lies at the foot of mountains→ Cape
town is located near mountains
Wrong label & parsing (7%) Horses are imported from Australia → Horses
are native to Australia
Table 3.3: Examples of different error categories and their relative frequencies com-
puted over 100 randomly selected false positive and false negative examples. The
cause of errors is boldfaced.
edges could be removed since the FRG assumption is not correct for many real-world
domains.
3.6.3 Error Analysis
We analyzed 100 false positive (FP) and 100 false negative (FN) randomly selected
examples (using BInc_CG_ST results on Levy/Holt’s dataset and at the precision level
of Berant_ILP, i.e. 0.76). We present our findings in Table 3.3. Most of the FN errors
are due to data sparsity, but a few errors are due to wrong labeling of the data and
parsing errors. More than half of the FP errors are because of spurious correlations
in the data that are captured by the similarity scores, but are not judged to constitute
entailment by the human judges. About one third of the FP errors are because of
the normalization we currently perform on the relations, e.g., we remove modals and
auxiliaries. The remaining errors are mostly due to parsing and our use of Levy and
Dagan’s (2016) lemma based heuristic process.
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Sentence Containing the Answer Question
The board hailed Romney for his solid cre-
dentials.
Who praised Mitt Romney’s creden-
tials?
Researchers announced this week that they’ve
found a new gene, ALS6, which is responsi-
ble for . . .
Which gene did the ALS association
discover ?
One out of every 17 children under 3 years old
in America has a food allergy, and some will
outgrow their sensitivities.
How many Americans suffer from
food allergies?
The reported compromise could itself run
afoul of European labor law, opening the way
for foreign workers . . .
What law might the deal break?
. . . Barnes & Noble CEO William Lynch said
as he unveiled his company ’s Nook Tablet
on Monday.
Who launched the Nook Tablet?
The report said opium has accounted for
more than half of Afghanistan ’s gross do-
mestic product in 2007.
What makes up half of Afghanistan’s
GDP?
Table 3.4: Examples where explicit entailment rules improve the rankings. Correct sen-
tences are selected because of the entailment rules from the relations in the answers
(left column) to the relations in the questions (right column). The related words are
boldfaced.
3.7 Extrinsic Evaluation
To further test the utility of explicit entailment rules, we evaluate the learned rules on
an extrinsic task: answer selection for machine reading comprehension on NewsQA,
a dataset that contains questions about CNN articles (Trischler et al., 2017). Machine
reading comprehension is usually evaluated by posing questions about a text passage
and then assessing the answers of a system (Trischler et al., 2017). The datasets that are
used for this task are often in the form of (document,question,answer) triples, where
answer is a short span of the document. Answer selection is an important task where
the goal is to select the sentence(s) that contain the answer. We show improvements by
adding knowledge from our learned entailments without changing the graphs or tuning
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them to this task in any way.
Inverse sentence frequency (ISF) is a strong baseline for answer selection (Trischler
et al., 2017). The ISF score between a sentence Si and a question Q is defined as
ISF(Si,Q) = ∑w∈Si∩Q IDF(w), where IDF(w) is the inverse document frequency of the
word w by considering each sentence in the whole corpus as one document. The state-
of-the-art methods for answer selection use ISF and by itself it already does quite well
(Trischler et al., 2017; Narayan et al., 2018). We propose to extend the ISF score with
entailment rules. We define a new score
ISFEnt(Si,Q) = αISF(Si,Q)
+(1−α)|{p ∈ Si,q ∈ Q : p→ q}|,
where α ∈ [0,1] is a hyper-parameter and p and q denote relations in the sentence and
the question, respectively. The intuition is that if a sentence such as “Luka Modric
sustained a fracture to his right fibula” is a paraphrase of or entails the answer of a
question such as “What does Luka Modric suffer from?”, it will contain the answer
span. We consider an entailment decision between two typed relations if their global
similarity BInc_CG_PR is higher than a threshold δ.
We also considered entailments between unary relations (one entity) by leverag-
ing our learned binary entailments. We split each binary entailment into two po-
tential unary entailments. For example, the entailment visit1,2(:person,:location) →
arrive1,in(:person,:location), is split into visit1(: person) → arrive1(: person) and
visit2(: location) → arrivein(: location). We computed unary similarity scores by
averaging over all related binary scores. This is particularly helpful when one entity
is not present (e.g., adjuncts or Wh questions) or does not exactly match between the
question and the answer.
We test the proposed answer selection score on NewsQA, a dataset that contains
questions about CNN articles (Trischler et al., 2017). The dataset is collected in a
way that encourages lexical and syntactic divergence between questions and docu-
ments. The crowdworkers who wrote questions saw only a news article headline and
its summary points, but not the full article. This process encourages curiosity about
the contents of the full article and prevents questions that are simple reformulations of
article sentences (Trischler et al., 2017). This is a more realistic and suitable setting to
test paraphrasing and entailment capabilities.
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ACC MRR MAP
ISF 36.18 48.99 48.57
ISFEnt 37.61 50.06 49.63
Table 3.5: Results (in percentage) for answer selection on the NewsQA dataset. We
compare the original score (ISF) with the entailment-based score (ISFEnt).
We use the development set of the dataset (5165 samples) to tune α and δ 16 and
report results on the test set (5124 examples) in Table 3.5. We observe about 1.4% im-
provement in accuracy (ACC) and 1% improvement in Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
and Mean Average Precision (MAP), confirming that entailment rules are helpful for
answer selection.17
One of the main advantages of relational entailment graphs is their interpretability.
In the sentence selection experiment, it is possible to explain why a correct sentence
gets a high score when we use the entailment graphs. Table 3.4 shows some of the ex-
amples where ISFEnt ranks the correct sentences higher than ISF. These examples are
very challenging for methods that do not have entailment and paraphrasing knowledge,
and illustrate the semantic interpretability of the entailment graphs.
We also performed a similar evaluation on the Stanford Natural Language Inference
dataset (SNLI; Bowman et al., 2015) and obtained 1% improvement over a basic neural
network architecture that models sentences with an n-layered LSTM (Conneau et al.,
2017). However, we did not get improvements over the state of the art results because
only a few of the SNLI examples require external knowledge of relation entailments.
Most examples require reasoning capabilities such as A∧B→ B and simple lexical
entailments such as boy→ person, which are often present in the training set.
3.8 Conclusions
We have introduced a scalable framework to learn typed entailment graphs directly
from text. We use global soft constraints to learn globally consistent entailment scores
between relations. Our experiments show that generalizing in this way across differ-
16The selected hyper-parameters are α = .2 and δ = .003.
17The accuracy results of Narayan et al. (2018) are not consistent with their own MRR and
MAP (ACC>MRR in come cases), as they break ties between ISF scores differently when com-
puting ACC compared to MRR and MAP. See also http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/scohen/
acl18external-errata.pdf.
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ent but related typed entailment graphs significantly improves performance over local
similarity scores on two standard text-entailment datasets. We show around 100% in-
crease in AUC on Levy/Holt’s dataset and 30% on Berant’s dataset. The method also
outperforms PPDB and the prior state-of-the-art entailment graph-building approach
due to Berant et al. (2011). Paraphrase Resolution further improves the results. We
have in addition showed the utility of entailment rules on answer selection for machine
reading comprehension.
Chapter 4
Duality of Link Prediction and
Entailment Graph Induction
Link prediction and entailment graph induction are often treated as different problems.
In this chapter, we show that these two problems are actually complementary. We train
a link prediction model on a knowledge graph of assertions extracted from raw text.
We propose an entailment score that exploits the new facts discovered by the link pre-
diction model, and then form entailment graphs between relations. We further use the
learned entailments to predict improved link prediction scores. Our results show that
the two tasks can benefit from each other. The new entailment score outperforms prior
state-of-the-art results on a standard entialment dataset and the new link prediction
scores show improvements over the raw link prediction scores.
4.1 Introduction
Link prediction and entailment graph induction are often treated as different problems.
The former (Figure 4.1A) is used to infer missing relations between entities in existing
knowledge graphs (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013; Riedel et al., 2013). The
latter (Figure 4.1B) constructs entailment graphs with relations as nodes and entail-
ment rules as edges between them (Berant et al., 2011, 2015) for the task of answering
questions from text. In this chapter, we show that these two problems are comple-
mentary by demonstrating how link prediction can help identify entailments and how
discovered entailments can help predict missing links.
Methods to learn entailment graphs such as the work of Berant et al. (2011, 2015)
and our work in chapter 3 process large text corpora to find local entailment scores
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run for presidency of
be nominated for presidency of




Figure 4.1: A link prediction knowledge graph (A) and an entailment graph (B) for enti-
ties of types politician,country. The solid lines are discovered correctly, but the dashed
ones are missing. However, evidence from the link prediction model can be used to add
the missing entailment rule in the entailment graph (B). Similarly, the entailment graph
can be used to add the missing link in the knowledge graph (A).
between relations based on the Distributional Inclusion Hypothesis. They use types
such as person, location and time, to disambiguate polysemous relations (e.g., person
born in location and person born in time). Entailment graphs are then formed by
imposing global constraints such as transitivity of the entailments proposed in (Berant
et al., 2011) or global soft constraints proposed in chapter 3. The paraphrase1 and
entailment rules provide an interpretable resource that can be used to answer questions,
when the answer is not explicitly stated in the text. For example, while we can find on
the web the assertion Loch Fyne lies at the foot of mountains, we cannot find a sentence
directly stating that Loch Fyne is located near mountains by querying Google as of 4th
March 2019. Knowledge of the entailment rule between lies at the foot of and is located
near can be used to answer such questions.
On the other hand, link prediction (or knowledge base completion) models are
based on distributional methods and directly predict the source data. These models
1Relations that entail each other in both directions are regarded as paraphrases.
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have received much attention in the recent years (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al.,
2013; Riedel et al., 2013; Toutanova et al., 2016; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al.,
2018; Kazemi and Poole, 2018; Balazevic et al., 2019). The current methods learn
embeddings for all entities and relations and a function to score any potential relation
between the entities. One of the main capabilities of these models is that they implicitly
exploit entailment rules such as person born in country entails person be from country
(Riedel et al., 2013). However, entailment rules are not learned explicitly. For example,
we cannot simply compute the cosine similarity of the vector representations of the two
relations to detect the entailment between them, because cosine similarity is symmetric
(section 4.5.1). These methods are usually applied to augment existing knowledge
graphs such as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) and
Yago (Suchanek et al., 2007), but they can also be applied to assertions extracted from
raw text.
In this chapter, we explore the synergies between the two tasks. Current entailment
graphs suffer from sparsity and noise in the data. The link prediction methods discover
new facts (triples) that can be used to alleviate the sparsity issue. In addition, they can
remove noise by filtering facts that are not consistent with the other facts. We propose
a new entailment score based on link prediction (section 4.3.1) which significantly im-
proves over the previous state-of-the-art (our results in chapter 3) on a standard entail-
ment detection dataset (4.5.1). For example, our method can discover that be elected
president of entails run for presidency of by relying on the predicted links concerning
the two relations (Figure 4.1). We use the new entailment score to compute local scores
between the relations. We then use the local scores to build global entailment graphs
using the global soft constraints discussed in chapter 3.
In addition, we show that the discovered entailments can be used to predict links
in knowledge graphs (section 4.3.2). For example, knowing that run for presidency of
entails be nominated for presidency of as well as the assertion Le Pen ran for presidency
of France, we can infer that she also was nominated for presidency of France. In
our experiments, we show improvements over a state-of-the-art link prediction model
(section 4.4.2).2
The structure of this chapter is as follows. We discuss the background and intro-
duce the notation in section 4.2 and propose our novel method in section 4.3. We
describe the experimental setup in section 4.4 and discuss the results in section 4.5.
We outline the related work in section 4.6 and conclude the chapter in section 4.7.
2Our code and data are available at https://github.com/mjhosseini/linkpred_entgraph.
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4.2 Background and Notation
Let T denote the set of all types (e.g., politician), E(t) the set of entities with type
t (e.g., E. Macron) and R(t1, t2) the set of relations with types (t1, t2) or (t2, t1) (e.g.,
be elected president of). We denote by E =
⋃
t E(t) the set of all entities and by
R =
⋃
t1,t2 R(t1, t2) the set of all relations. Denote by K (t1, t2) the knowledge graph
consisting of a set of correct triples (p,e1,e2), where p ∈ R(t1, t2), (e1,e2) ∈ E2(t1, t2)












the set of all possible entity pairs. We denote by K =
⋃
t1,t2 K (t1, t2) the knowledge
graph consisting of all types. In practice, we have not observed all the correct triples,
but instead have access to a noisy and incomplete knowledge graph. We define by
Xp,e1,e2 a binary random variable which is 1 if (p,e1,e2) is in the knowledge graph and
0, otherwise.
In the rest of this section, we introduce the problems of link prediction (section
4.2.1) and detecting entailment rules (section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Link Prediction
As discussed in section 2.2, for each triple (p,e1,e2), a link prediction model defines
a scoring function f (p,e1,e2) of its plausibility (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al.,
2013; Riedel et al., 2013; Toutanova et al., 2016; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers
et al., 2018). We use ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018), a state-of-the-art and efficient
model, in our experiments. The models then choose f such that the score f (p,e1,e2)
of a plausible triple (p,e1,e2) ∈ K is higher than the score f (p′,e′1,e′2) of an implau-
sible triple (p′,e′1,e
′
2) /∈ K (Nguyen, 2020). The plausibility score f (p,e1,e2) can
optionally be mapped into a probability score Sp,e1,e2 .
3 The probability score Sp,e1,e2
is an estimate of P(Xp,e1,e2=1), i.e., the probability of the triple being correct. We
denote by S ∈ [0,1]|R|×|E2| the matrix containing triple probability scores. We define
S(t1, t2) ∈ [0,1]|R(t1,t2)|×|E
2(t1,t2)| the submatrix of S with R(t1, t2) as rows and E2(t1, t2)
as columns. We apply a link prediction model to a knowledge graph of triples extracted
from text (section 4.4.2).
3For example by applying the Sigmoid function.
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4.2.2 Entailment Prediction
The goal is to find entailment scores between all relations with the same types, where
the entities can be in the same or opposite order (Berant et al., 2011; Lewis and Steed-
man, 2014b). We denote by W(t1, t2) ∈ [0,1]|R(t1,t2)|×|R(t1,t2)| the (sparse) matrix con-
taining all similarity scores wpq between relations p,q ∈ R(t1, t2). We define W the
(block diagonal) matrix consisting of all the similarity matrices W(t1, t2). For a δ > 0,




, where R(t1, t2)
are the nodes and Eδ(t1, t2) = {(p,q)|p,q ∈ R(t1, t2),wpq ≥ δ} are the edges of the
entailment graphs.
Existing entailment similarity measures for relational entailment detection such
as Weeds (Weeds and Weir, 2003), Lin (Lin, 1998), and Balanced Inclusion (BInc;
Szpektor and Dagan, 2008) are typically defined on feature vectors consisting of entity-
pairs (e.g., Obama-Hawaii), where the values are frequencies or pointwise mutual in-
formation (PMI) between the relations and the features (Berant et al., 2011, 2012,
2015). While these methods had previous state-of-the-art results on relation entail-
ment datasets (our work in chapter 3), they suffer from low recall because the feature
vectors are usually sparse and do not have high overlap with each other. The link pre-
diction models, on the other hand, can predict the probability of any triple being in the
knowledge graph. Using predicted probability scores can hugely alleviate the sparsity
problem by increasing the overlap between feature vectors (section 4.3.1).
4.3 Duality between Entailment Scores and Link Pre-
diction
We discuss the relationship between link prediction scores S(t1, t2) and entailment
scores W(t1, t2). We claim that while these two tasks are usually treated separately,
they are complementary. We propose a method to predict entailment scores by using
link prediction scores. The proposed score estimates the probability of relations given
one another. It exploits the strength of the link prediction models, i.e., predicting new
facts as well as removing noise from the existing ones (section 4.3.1). We further show
how we can improve link prediction scores by using predicted entailment scores. Hav-
ing access to an entailment rule p→ q, we use the link prediction scores of p to refine
the scores of q for any entity pairs (section 4.3.2). All the methods in this section
are applied for each type pair separately; however, in the rest of this chapter, we drop
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run for presidency of

















Figure 4.2: A small Markov chain with two relations (squares) and four entity-pairs
(ovals). Directed edges connect each relation to its related entity-pairs, and vice versa.
Transition probabilities are shown on each edge. The outgoing probabilities from each
node sum to 1.
(t1, t2) for simplicity of the notation.
4.3.1 Entailment Scores From Link Prediction
In this section, we show how we can use link prediction scores to predict entailment
scores. In order to compute the entailment scores, we apply a link prediction method
on the knowledge graph K . We define a new entailment score based on link prediction
scores.
More specifically, We reform the knowledge graph representation into a Markov
chain over a bipartite graph M = (VM,EM), where VM = R∪E2 are the nodes of the
graph, and EM contains edges (〈p〉,〈e1,e2〉) and (〈e1,e2〉,〈p〉) iff P(Xp,e1,e2=1) > 0.
Figure 4.2 shows an example Markov chain with only two relations and four entity-
pairs. The transition probabilities of the chain are:
P(〈e1,e2〉 | 〈p〉) =
P(Xp,e1,e2=1)
∑e1,e2∈E2 P(Xp,e1,e2=1)
P(〈p〉 | 〈e1,e2〉) =
P(Xp,e1,e2=1)
∑r∈R P(Xr,e1,e2=1)
For relations p and q, we define the entailment score wpq = P(〈q〉|〈p〉), where we
compute the probability by considering only the paths of length 2 between p and q that
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We use Sp,e1,e2 from the link prediction model as an estimate of P(Xp,e1,e2=1) to
compute Equation 4.1. We can compute the scores for all p,q ∈ R efficiently, by nor-
malizing each row of the matrices S and S> and multiplying them.5 Note that building
the matrix S for all possible triples make the computation of the scores intractable, es-
pecially for large number of relations (section 4.4.1). In our experiments, we consider
any (p,e1,e2) seen in the corpus. In addition, we add a subset of high scoring triples
not seen in the corpus (section 4.4.2).
4.3.2 Improving Link Prediction Scores using Entailment Scores
In the previous section, we demonstrated how we can use link prediction methods
to learn entailment scores. In this section, we consider the inverse problem, i.e., we
use the predicted entailment rules to improve link prediction scores. We assume the
Distributional Inclusion Hypothesis (DIH) which states that a word (relation) p entails
another word (relation) q if and only if in any context that p can be used, q can be used
in its place (Dagan et al., 1999; Geffet and Dagan, 2005; Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh,
2016). In particular, in a correct and complete knowledge graph, we have:
p→q =⇒ ∀(e1,e2) ∈ E2 :
Xp,e1,e2 = 1→ Xq,e1,e2 = 1
=⇒ Xp,e1,e2 ≤ Xq,e1,e2. (4.2)
Therefore when p→ q, it is reasonable to assume P(Xp,e1,e2 = 1)≤ P(Xq,e1,e2 = 1)
for all entity pairs e1,e2. This would suggest we can define a new link prediction score
based on entailment rules:
Sentq,e1,e2 = maxp∈R: p→q
Sp,e1,e2. (4.3)
4Longer paths did not yield better performance in our experiments while increasing the memory
and running time requirements.
5An alternative approach would be based on sampling paths over the Markov chain, but we compute
the exact solution by performing matrix multiplication.
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However, since we do not have access to the entailment rules and can only rely on
the predictions, Equation 4.3 is likely to be very noisy. We smooth Equation 4.3 by














In this section, we discuss the details of our experiments. We first describe the text
corpus and extracted triples which are used as the input to our method (section 4.4.1).
We then describe the details of the link prediction model (section 4.4.2), the datasets
used to test the models (section 4.4.3) and the baseline systems (section 4.4.4).
4.4.1 Text Corpus
Link prediction models are often applied to existing knowledge graphs such as Free-
base (Bollacker et al., 2008), DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) and Yago (Suchanek
et al., 2007); however, we chose to experiment on assertions extracted from raw text.
This is because we can then evaluate the predicted entailments on existing entailment
datasets with examples stated in natural language (section 4.4.3).
Similar to the experiments in chapter 3, We use the multiple-source NewsSpike cor-
pus of Zhang and Weld (2013). As a reminder, the NewsSpike corpus includes 550K
news articles and is well-suited for finding entailment and paraphrasing relations as
it includes different articles from different sources describing identical news stories.
We use the triples extracted in chapter 3 which were obtained by running the semantic
parser of Reddy et al. (2014), GraphParser, to extract binary relations between a pred-
icate and its arguments. GraphParser uses Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)
syntactic derivations by running EasyCCG (Lewis and Steedman, 2014a). The parser
converts sentences to neo-Davisonian semantics, a first order logic that uses event iden-
tifiers and extracts one binary relation for each event and pair of arguments (Parsons,
1990). The entities are typed by first linking to Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and
then selecting the most notable type of the entity from Freebase and mapping it to
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FIGER types (Ling and Weld, 2012) such as building, disease and person. We use the
first level of the FIGER types hierarchy to assign one of the 49 types (out of 113 total
types) to the entities.
The extractions contain 29M unique triples. Similar to chapter 3, we filter any
relation that is seen with less than three unique entity-pairs, and any entity-pairs that
is seen with less than three unique relations. The filtered corpus has 3.9M relations
covering |R|=304K typed relations (101K untyped relations).
4.4.2 Link Prediction
We randomly split the corpus into training (95%), validation (4%) and test (1%) sets.
We train the link prediction model on the training set and use the validation set for
parameter tuning. We apply ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018)6, a state-of-the-art model
for link prediction, on the training set. ConvE is an efficient multi-layer convolutional
network model. Unlike most other link prediction models that take as input an entity
pair and a relation as a triple (p,e1,e2) and score it (1-1 scoring), ConvE takes one
(p,e1) pair and scores it against all entities e2 (1-N scoring). This improves the training
time of ConvE, however more importantly, it is very fast at inference time as well.
This is particularly important for our method as we apply the link prediction model
exhaustively to predict new high-quality facts (section 4.4.4).
We learn 200-dimensional vectors for each entity and relation. We use the default
parameter settings of the ConvE model as those parameters yielded good results on
the validation set.7 We run the model for 80 epochs where the model has converged
(less than 10−5 change in training loss). We learn embeddings for each relation and its
reverse to handle examples where the entity order of the two relations are different.
For evaluating on the entailment task, we calculate entailment scores by using the
predictions of the link prediction model on the triples in train, development and test
sets. This is because the other baselines have also access to the whole set of triples
(section 4.4.4). However, for evaluating the link prediction model, we compute entail-
ment scores by only considering the predictions in the training set. This is essential
as the entailment scores will be used to predict improved link prediction scores on the
test set. Therefore, the comparison will not be valid if the method has access to the test
triples while computing entailment scores.
6Accessed from https://github.com/TimDettmers/ConvE.
7We experimented with changing the learning and dropout rates, but the results did not improve on
the validation set.
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4.4.3 Evaluation Datasets
We discuss the datasets that we use to test the proposed methods for the entailment
detection and the link prediction tasks.
Entailment Detection Evaluation. For the entailment detection task, we evaluate
on Levy/Holt’s dataset (Levy and Dagan, 2016; Holt, 2018). As discussed in chapter
3. each example in the dataset contains a pair of triples where the entities are the same
(possibly in the reverse order), but the relations are different. The label of the examples
are either positive or negative, meaning that the first triple entails or does not entail
the second triple. For example Bartlett was interviewed on television, entails Bartlett
appeared on television, but the latter does not entail the former. The dataset contains
18,407 examples (3,916 positive and 14,491 negative). We use the same development
(30%) and test sets (70%) split as in section 3.5.
Link Prediction Evaluation. For the link prediction task, we evaluate the models
on the test set of the NewsSpike corpus (section 4.4.2) that has 40K triples. For each
triple, we compare the link prediction score with the score of a corrupted triple by
changing one of the entities in the triple.
4.4.4 Comparison
We compare the following entailment scores for evaluating on the entailment detection
dataset.
MC is the entailment score based on the Markov chain (4.3.1), when the link pre-
diction scores are computed only for the predicates we have seen in the corpus. While
the link prediction method can assign scores to any possible triple, we report this re-
sults to check how the Markov chain model performs compared to the other scores that
are directly computed for the triples in the corpus.
Aug MC is our novel entailment score that is based on the Markov chain, but
augments the matrix S of the MC model with new entries. We use the link prediction
method to compute scores on the original set of triples as well as new predicted triples.
For each triple (p,e1,e2), we compute the score Sp,e1,e′2 for all candidate entities e
′
2 that
have been seen with e1 for any other relation p′. We augment the matrix S with the K
highest scores. We similarly score Sr,e′1,e2 for all candidate entities e
′
1 and augment the
matrix S with the K highest scores, accordingly. In our experiments, we used K = 50.8
8Higher values of K were not feasible on our machines. We performed our experiments on a 32-core
2.3 GHz machine with 256GB of RAM.
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Cos is the cosine similarity of the embeddings of the relations if the cosine is
positive, and 0 otherwise. We also compare to three Sparse Bag-of-Word (SBOW)
methods: Weeds (Weeds and Weir, 2003), Lin (Lin, 1998), and Balanced Inclusion
(BInc; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008). These similarities check the set of entity-pairs for
each relation pair and compute how much one set is included in the other, and/or how
much they overlap. Similar to chapter 3, we have computed these scores based on the
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between the relations and the entity pairs.
Berant’s ILP is the method of Berant et al. (2011). It computes local similarities
and then learns global entailment graphs satisfying transitivity constraints by solving
an Integer Linear Programming. We downloaded Berant et al. (2011)’s entailment
graphs and tested it on the Levy/Holt’s dataset.9
For all the above similarities, we report results both in the local setting, where the
similarities are computed for each relation pair independent of the others and the global
setting, where we apply the global soft constraints introduced in chapter 3. We apply
two sets of global soft constraints: a) Cross Graph which transfers similarities between
relations in different, but related typed graphs; and b) Paraphrase Resolution which
encourages paraphrase relations to have the same patterns of entailment. We tune the
parameters of the global soft constraints on the development set of the Levy/Holt’s
dataset.
For the link prediction task, we compare the ConvE model with our proposed link
prediction score. We test how MC and Aug MC entailment scores can improve the link
prediction scores in both local and global settings.
4.5 Results and Discussion
We first compare our proposed entailment score with the previous state-of-the-art re-
sults (section 4.5.1) and then show that we can use entailment decisions to improve the
link prediction task (section 4.5.2).
4.5.1 Entailment Scores based on Link Prediction
In this section, we compare the variants of our method to the previous state-of-the-art
results on the Levy/Holt’s dataset. We compute similarity scores and report precision-
recall curve by changing the threshold for entailment between 0 and 1. In order to have
9The entailment graphs of Berant et al. (2015) yield similar results.









Figure 4.3: Comparison of the Markov chain (MC) and Augmented Markov chain (Aug
MC) models to the BInc score (SBOW model) on Levy/Holt’s dataset in local (A) and
global (B) settings.
a fair comparison with Berant’s ILP method, we first test a set of rule-based constraints
proposed by them (Berant et al., 2011). We also apply the lemma baseline heuristic
process of Levy and Dagan (2016) before testing the methods.
Figure 4.3 shows the precision-recall curve of all the methods in both local (A)
and global (B) settings. From the SBOW methods, we only show the BInc score in
the graphs as it got the best results on the development set. For Berant’s ILP method,
we only have one point of precision and recall, as we had access to their entailment
graphs for only one sparsity level. In both settings, Aug MC works better than all
the other methods. This confirms that the link prediction method is indeed useful for
finding entailment rules. Aug MC consistently outperforms MC suggesting that adding
the missing entries before forming the Markov chain alleviates the sparsity problem
inherent to the entailment task.
Interestingly, while the MC model has access to the same set of entity-pairs as the
BInc score, it outperforms it in most of the recall range (especially in the high recall
range). Note that the link prediction method might still assign a low score to a triple
(p,e1,e2) in the corpus if it is not consistent with the other facts. This is especially
important when the input triples are noisy. Therefore, an accurate link prediction model
can successfully remove the noise from the input triples. For triples extracted directly
from text, the noise might come from various sources such as the relation extraction
components (e.g, parsing and named entity linking) or fake or inconsistent news. The
cos similarity is worse than the other methods. This is mainly attributed to the fact that
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cos is symmetric, while the entailment relation is directional.
We also report area under the precision-recall curve. Because the different meth-
ods cover different ranges of precision and recall values, we compute area under the
precision-recall curve for the precision range [0.5,1], as it is covered by all the base-
lines and the precision values higher than random are more important for end appli-
cations such as semantic parsing or summarization. Table 4.1 shows the area under
precision-recall curves for all the methods. In the global setting, Aug MC shows about
13% improvement relative to the best result of the methods based on SBOW vectors
(.187 vs .165). In addition, it is 25% higher relative to the cos score (15%). Similar
patterns can be seen in the local setting.
4.5.2 Effect of Entailment Scores for Improving Link Prediction
We now test the proposed method for improving the link prediction score. Each triple
(p,e1,e2) in the test set is corrupted by either replacing its first or second entity by any
possible entities. The candidate entities are then ranked in descending order based on
their plausibility score. The original entity is then ranked among all the other entities.
We report results using a filtered setting, i.e., we rank test triples against all other triples
not appearing in the training, validation or test sets (Bordes et al., 2013). We report
Hits@1 (the proportion of the test triples for which the correct entity was ranked as the
first prediction), Hits@10, Mean Rank (MR) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).
Table 4.2 shows the results of link prediction. We report the results for all entities
as well as infrequent entities, where in the latter case we have removed any triple with
an entity in the top 20 most frequent entities. In each setting, the first row is the plain
ConvE model. We then test how the different variants of our entailment scores change
the results. We observe that adding the entailment scores improve the rankings of the
correct triples. The value of MRR, Hits@1 and Hits@10 have increased after applying
any of the methods for learning entailment scores.
It is interesting to see that the improvements obtained by the different entailment
scores are generally consistent with the results on the entailment detection task, i.e.,
the scores with better results on the Levy/Holt’s dataset, show more improvements on
this task as well. The change of the mean rank (MR) is more apparent. For example,
MR has decreased about 50% when we apply our best method (Global Aug MC) to
re-rank the link prediction scores. This means using entailment rules is more useful
to improve the link prediction for harder examples. The results of all methods for
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SBOW Link Prediction
Weeds Lin BInc Cos MC Aug MC
Local .073 .074 .076 .067 .079 .085
Global .147 .149 .165 .150 .174 .187
Table 4.1: Area under precision-recall curve (for precision > 0.5) on Levy/Holt’s dataset.
Hits@1 Hits@10 MR MRR
ALL entities
ConvE 20.36 47.93 1999.29 29.58
+ Local MC 20.66 48.64 1157.33 30.03
+ Local Aug MC 20.68 48.90 1018.37 30.12
+ Global MC 20.68 49.13 1012.54 30.19
+ Global Aug MC 20.64 49.16 987.13 30.19
INFREQUENT entities
ConvE 19.05 45.59 2124.71 27.94
+ Local MC 19.26 46.10 1303.56 28.25
+ Local Aug MC 19.30 46.36 1154.06 28.33
+ Global MC 19.29 46.60 1154.28 28.41
+ Global Aug MC 19.28 46.66 1118.09 28.43
Table 4.2: Link prediction results on the test set of NewsSpike for all entities (top) and
infrequent entities (below). We test the effect of refining ConvE scores with entailment
rules.
infrequent entities are worse than the results on all entities; however, we observe the
same trends among the different methods.
Note that the amount of the data that is used for all the methods is the same. In
particular, we have only used the triples from the NewsSpike corpus for both link
prediction and entailment detection tasks and the gain in performance of the both tasks
is merely because the two tasks learn complementary information.
Our model can provide explanations for getting the improvements in link prediction
when we use the entailment graphs. Table 4.3 shows a few examples where entailment
rules improve the link prediction scores. The target triples are extractions from the
development set of NewsSpike (section 4.4.2), but have low link prediction scores
(<0.05). Their scores are increased because alternative triples that entail them or are
paraphrase of them have high link prediction scores (>0.95).
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Target Triple Alternative Triple
John Kerry nominee for secretary of state John Kerry confirmed as secretary of
state
Lady Gaga canceled performance
in Hamilton
Lady Gaga canceled show in Hamilton
Dave Toub considers anyone from Jon
Gruden
Dave Toub considers everyone from Jon
Gruden
Zeke Spruill traded in exchange
for Justin Upton
Justin Upton sent in return for
Zeke Spruill
Table 4.3: Examples where entailment relations improve the scores of correct triples.
The relations are boldfaced. In each row, the target triple has a low link prediction
score (<0.05), but its score is increased because an alternative triple with high score
(>0.95) entails the first triple or is a paraphrase of it. For each target triple, only one
alternative triple is shown.
4.6 Related Work
Link Prediction. In recent years, many link prediction models have been proposed
that learn vector or matrix representations for relations and entities (Socher et al.,
2013; Bordes et al., 2013; Riedel et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015b;
Toutanova et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al.,
2018; Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019; Balazevic et al., 2019). In our
experiments we have used ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018), however, our proposed score
can be computed based on any link prediction model and the discovered entailment
rules might be useful for improving any link prediction model. See section 2.2 for a
detailed discussion on the link prediction literature.
Entailment Graph Induction. Entailment graphs are learned by imposing global
constraints on local entailment decisions. Berant et al. (2011, 2012, 2015) have used
transitivity constraints and applied Integer Linear Programming (ILP) or approxima-
tion methods to learn entailment graphs. In chapter 3, we have used two sets of global
soft constraints to: (a) transfer similarities between different but related typed entail-
ment graphs; and (b) encourage paraphrase relations to have the same patterns of en-
tailments. Our method in this chapter, in contrast, learns a new entailment score to
improve local decisions, which in turn improves the global entailment graphs.
Entailment Rule Injection for link prediction. There are some attempts in re-
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cent years to improve link prediction by injecting entailment rules. Wang et al. (2015a)
incorporate various sets of heuristic rules, including entailment rules, into embedding
models for knowledge base completion. They formulate inference as an ILP prob-
lem, with the objective function generated from embedding models and the constraints
translated from the rules. Guo et al. (2016) extend the TransE model by defining
plausibility scores for grounded logical rules as well as triples and learning entity and
relation embeddings that score positive examples higher than negative ones. Guo et al.
(2018) take an iterative approach where in each iteration a set of unseen triples are
scored according to the current link prediction model and a small set of precomputed
logical rules. The new triples and their scores are then used to update the current link
prediction model.
The above models need grounding of logical rules. A few recent works do not
need grounding and are more space and time efficient (Demeester et al., 2016; Ding
et al., 2018). They incorporate logical rules into distributed representations of relations.
These models constrain entity or entity-pair vector representations to be non-negative.
They encourage partial ordering over relation embeddings based on implication rules;
however, their methods can be only applied to (multi-)linear link prediction models
such as ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016). In contrast, our method can be applied to
any type of link prediction model.
All these methods require entailment rules as their input. In most cases (Wang
et al., 2015a; Demeester et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2016), the entailment rules are con-
structed manually, or selected from lexical resources such as WordNet (Miller, 1995).
Therefore, the improvement of such methods come from out-of-domain knowledge
(manually built lexical resources or expert knowledge), while our entailment rules
come from in-domain knowledge, i.e., the same data which is used for link predic-
tion. The number of entailment rules in all the previous models is very small because
of scalability issues (at most a few hundred rules in Ding et al. (2018)). In contrast,
our method can incorporate millions of automatically discovered entailment rules.
Modeling Reasoning Chains for Link Prediction. As discussed in section 2.2.5,
the methods that explicitly model reasoning chains for link prediction are more trans-
parent than the triple-based link prediction methods. For example, they can explain
that (starred in, Leonardo DiCaprio, The Revenant) gets a high score based on the
observations that (played, Leonardo DiCaprio, Hugh Glass) and (character in , Hugh
Glass, The Revenant) have high scores or are simply observed in the original knowl-
edge graph. Our method can similarly provide explanation for high scoring triples. For
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example, it can be used to inform the user that (played in, Leonardo DiCaprio, The
Revenant) gets a high score because (starred in, Leonardo DiCaprio, The Revenant)
has a high score. While the two approach are similar, they have two main differences.
First, in our method, the supporting triples are between exactly the same entity
pairs, e.g., (Leonardo DiCaprio, The Revenant). However, in the previous reason-
ing chains approaches, the supporting triples form a path that could potentially pass
through other related entities (e.g., Hugh Glass). Therefore, those methods cover a
wider range of entailments that include first-order Horn clauses (Schoenmackers et al.,
2010) such as (starred in, A, B) and (character in, B, C) entails (played in, A, C). It
is therefore reasonable to extend our method to handle these types of entailments. In
addition, the entailments hold between more than two entity types (e.g., actor, movie
and role). Therefore, they can potentially share information better between multiple




3). This covers a
broader set of entailment transfers than our method in chapter 3 that only handles two
entity types in each graph , i.e., transferring entailments from (t1, t2) to (t ′1, t
′
2).
Second, our method learns the general entailment rules explicitly. For example, the
current approaches that model reasoning chains do not learn an explicit rule such as
(starred in, A, B) entails (played in, A, B), but rather model these rules with specific
grounded entities10. The advantage of general rules is that they apply to many entities.
In addition, modeling the general rules explicitly makes it possible to apply learning
algorithms such as the global method described in chapter 3 to improve the set of rules.
Future work might consider a single model that learns entailment graphs and link
prediction jointly instead of having a separate model for the two tasks. The model
could capture a more diverse set of entailments such as the ones in the reasoning chains
methods, but it can also benefit from capturing general entailment rules explicitly.
4.7 Conclusions
We have shown that link prediction and entailment graph induction are complemen-
tary tasks. We have introduced a new score for entailment detection by performing
link prediction on triples extracted from text. We reform the normal knowledge graph
representation into a Markov chain with relations and entity-pairs as its states. The
score is computed by estimating transition probabilities between the relation states.
Our experiments show that the entailment graphs built by our proposed score outper-
10Our approach uses types such as actor and movie to disambiguate the context
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form previous state-of-the-art results because link prediction is effective in filtering
noise and adding new facts. We have additionally considered the reverse problem, i.e.,
using the learned entailment graphs to improve link prediction. Our results show that
the two tasks can benefit from each other.
Chapter 5
Contextual Link Prediction to Learn
Relational Entailment Graphs
Relational entailment graphs capture entailment rules between natural language predi-
cates. The methods first process large text corpora to extract entity-entity relationships
in the form of triples, and then compute entailment scores by measuring the inclu-
sion of the entity pairs of one relation in another. Existing approaches suffer from the
sparsity of the data, since many correct triples are not stated in the text. In chapter
4, we performed link prediction to predict new relations between the entities; how-
ever, the link prediction only uses the knowledge graph of the extracted triples and
ignores the actual contexts of the extractions. In this chapter, we instead propose to
perform contextual link prediction, i.e., predicting new relations given triples in tex-
tual context. We fine-tune existing pre-trained language models with an unsupervised
contextual link prediction objective. We define a new entailment score that leverages
the predicted triples. Our experiments show that the contextual link prediction ex-
tracts high-quality novel triples that yields new state-of-the-art entailment graphs. In
addition, we show that the learned entailment graphs can improve the contextual link
prediction task when tested on text with unseen entity pairs.
5.1 Introduction
Most existing approaches to learn relational entailments (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Szpek-
tor et al., 2004; Berant et al., 2011, 2012, 2015) and the method proposed in chapter
3 use triples such as (acquire, Cleveland Indians, Michael Bourn) extracted from text
to compute local entailment scores between the relations. The entailment scores are
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c1: Big-spending Cleveland Indians continued their 
bold off-season by acquiring free agent outfielder 
Michael Bourn.
c2: The Indians reached agreement with Bourn on 
a four-year, $48 million contract on Monday night.
c3: The Indians signed free agent center fielder 




Figure 5.1: A) Contextual link prediction on a knowledge graph of triples extracted
from text, where each triple is accompanied with its context(s). The relation tokens are
boldfaced. B) An entailment graph between relations with entity types sports_team and
athlete. The contextual link prediction model predicts the relation interested in given
acquire in the context c1 which is used in turn to add the link acquire→ interested in to
the entailment graph.
computed based on the Distributional Inclusion Hypothesis (Dagan et al., 1999; Geffet
and Dagan, 2005). Learning global relational entailment graphs (Figure 5.1B) with
relations as nodes and entailment rules as edges improves the local entailments by tak-
ing the dependencies between the entailment rules into account. This includes hard
transitivity constraints (Berant et al., 2011, 2015) as well as the global soft constraints
proposed in chapter 3. However, these approaches suffer from the sparsity inherent
to the extractions since many correct triples are not mentioned in the text (Levy and
Dagan, 2016).
In chapter 4, we performed link prediction on the assertions extracted from text to
discover new relations between the entities. While using the new relations alleviates
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the sparsity issue, the link prediction only uses the knowledge graph of the extracted
triples and ignores the actual context of the extractions. In this chapter, we instead pro-
pose to perform contextual link prediction: Given a triple (p,e1,e2) in context between
the relation p and entities e1 and e2, we predict all the other relations that hold between
the two entities. In contextual link prediction, in addition to the knowledge graph struc-
ture, we have access to the context(s) that each triple is extracted from. After learning a
contextual link prediction model, we can add missing links to the knowledge graph by
considering each triple in context and adding predicted links between its two entities.
Figure 5.1A shows an example of contextual link prediction. Given the triple (ac-
quire, Cleveland Indians, Michael Bourn) extracted from the sentence Big-spending
Cleveland Indians continued their bold off-season by acquiring free agent outfielder
Michael Bourn.1, we predict all the relations that hold between the entity pair (Cleve-
land Indians, Michael Bourn). In addition to the graph structure, contextual link pre-
diction has access to other clues such as Big-spending, bold off-season, and free agent
in predicting the relations between (Cleveland Indians, Michael Bourn). We use the
predicted relations (e.g., interested in) given each relation in context (e.g., acquire)
to build relational entailment graph. Figure 5.1B shows a fragment of an entailment
graph between relations with entity types sports_team and athlete. The contextual link
prediction model assigns a high score to the relation interested in which will be used
in turn to predict the link acquire→ interested in in the entailment graph.
In this chapter, we define the contextual link prediction problem and present a
model to use the contextualized embeddings of the relations to predict new relations
that hold between the entities (section 5.4). The embeddings are initialized with BERT
pre-trained model (Devlin et al., 2019), and are fine-tuned according to a contextual
link prediction objective (section 5.5). We then propose a new entailment score based
on the predicted relations in context (section 5.6). Our experiments show that the
contextual link prediction model effectively predicts new relations that can be used to
reduce the sparsity issues of the entailment graphs. Our model gets the state-of-the-art
results on a challenging relational entailment dataset (section 5.8).
The structure of this chapter is as follows. We first introduce the notation in section
5.2 and review the related work in section 5.3. We define the contextual link prediction
problem and propose our model in section 5.4. We discuss the training procedure in
section 5.5 and propose our new entailment score in section 5.6. We discuss the details
of the experiments in section 5.7 and analyze the results in section 5.8. We conclude
1We assume having access to a named entity linked corpus.
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the chapter in section 5.9.
5.2 Notation
We define entities, types, and relations similar to chapter 4. In particular, let E de-
note the set of all entities (e.g., Michael Bourn) and T denote the set of all types (e.g.,
athlete). We consider binary relations and use the types of their two entities to disam-
biguate their meanings. Let R(t1, t2) denote the set of all relations with types t1, t2, or
t2, t1 (e.g., acquire(sports_team,athlete)). We define R as the set of all relations and
R(e1,e2) as the set of observed relations between the entity pair (e1,e2).
The relations can entail each other with the same entity order or the reverse order,
e.g., acquire(sports_team,athlete) entails reach agreement with(sports_team,athlete)
as well as be player of(athlete,sports_team). When the two types are the same, we keep
two copies of the typed relations and their triples so that we can model entailments
with reverse entity orders, e.g., buy player from(sports_team1,sports_team2) entails
sell player to(sports_team2,sports_team1). In the second triple, we consider the reverse
entity orders as the context, e.g., for the original triple (buy player from(sports_team1,
sports_team2),Cleveland Indians,San Diego Padres), we keep its reverse version as
well, i.e., (buy player from(sports_team2, sports_team1), San Diego Padres, Cleveland
Indians). We specify the entity order by o(p) ∈ {0,1}. For all relations with unequal
types, we set o(p) = 0. For relations with identical types, we set o(p) = 0 if the entities
are in the original order and o(p) = 1, otherwise.
A triple mention is a predicate-argument structure extracted from text in addition
to its textual context. We define a triple mention as a tuple m = (p,e1,e2,c,s), where
p ∈ R is a relation and e1,e2 ∈ E are entities. The token sequence c = [c0, . . . ,cn] is
the textual context of the triple2, and s = (s0, . . . ,sk), are indices of the relation tokens.
Figure 5.1A shows multiple triple mentions such as (reach agreement with, Cleveland








where N is the total number of triples in context, the contextual knowledge graph
consisting of all triple mentions. We define the (decontextual) knowledge graph con-
sisting of all triples as K = {(p,e1,e2)|∃c,s : (p,e1,e2,c,s) ∈D}. We define D(p) =
{(p,e1,e2,c,s)|(p,e1,e2,c,s) ∈D} as the set of all triple mentions of the relation p.
2c0=[CLS] and cn=[SEP] are special start and end tokens.
3we have omitted the types from the relation name for brevity. The indices of the relations could be
shifted to the right if a word is divided into subwords during tokenization.
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5.3 Related Work
Relational Entailment Graphs. The local learning approach to learn relational entail-
ments predict entailment or paraphrase rules independently from each other. The work
by Berant et al. (2010, 2011, 2012, 2015) and our method in chapter 3 take a global
learning approach where the dependencies between the entailment rules are taken into
account. These methods first compute local entailment scores and then build global en-
tailment graphs that satisfy hard transitivity constraints or global soft constraints that
consider both the structures across typed entailment graphs and inside each graph. In
this chapter, we improve the local entailment scores that in turn improve the global
entailment graphs.
Link Prediction. The existing link prediction models operate on a set of triples in a
knowledge graph K . These models are trained to assign high scores to plausible triples
(p,e1,e2) ∈ K and low scores to implausible triples (p′,e′1,e′2) 6∈ K . While many
models in recent years have been proposed for the link prediction problem (Nickel
et al., 2011; Bordes et al., 2013; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al., 2018; Kazemi
and Poole, 2018; Balazevic et al., 2019), they have been mainly applied to existing
knowledge graphs such as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) or DBPedia (Lehmann
et al., 2015). Our method in chapter 4 and the recent work by Broscheit et al. (2020)
have performed link prediction on triples extracted from raw text, but the existing
models only use the knowledge graph structure, and are not able to take advantage of
the triple contexts. In this chapter, we introduce the contextual link prediction problem
and propose a model to consider the textual contexts around the extracted triples as
well as the knowledge graph structure. KG-BERT (Yao et al., 2019) uses contextual
representation for knowledge base completion, however, they form synthetic token
sequences by concatenating entity descriptions and relation tokens. In our model, we
consider the natural text associated with the triples.
Fill in the blanks with Contextual Language Models. Recently, there has been
an increasing interest in extracting factual knowledge, i.e., relations between entities,
from pre-trained Language Models (LMs). As we discussed in section 2.3.2, these
works form a prompt where an entity is missing (e.g., Cleveland Indians acquire __ ),
and ask the language models to predict the missing entity (Petroni et al., 2019; Jiang
et al., 2020). In contrast, our contextual link prediction model predicts the relations
that hold between the two entities. The predicted relations are then used to compute
improved entailment scores.
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As described in section 2.3.1, Baldini Soares et al. (2019) propose the matching-
the-blank (MTB) model to learn relation embeddings based on Lin and Pantel (2001)’s
extension of Harris (1954)’s distributional hypothesis for relations. Their model en-
courages relations that share the same entity-pair to have similar embeddings. This is
similar to our contextual link prediction training (section 5.5), but has three main dif-
ferences: a) our model works on parser-based extracted triples (section 5.7.1), while
MTB considers the text between two entities as a relation; b) we learn a directional
score between relations in context and query relations, while MTB learns a symmet-
ric score; and c) we can predict a score for any query relation while MTB needs the
query relation with the same entity pair in another sentence in the corpus. Hence,
our model can generalize to unseen relations which proves to be useful for detecting
relational entailments (section 5.8.1). In addition, all the above models are tested on
manually defined knowledge bases, but we test our contextual link prediction model
on extractions from text (section 5.8.3).
5.4 Contextual Link Prediction Model
Given a triple mention m = (p,e1,e2,c,s), we compute the probability that a query
relation q ∈ R holds between the entity pair (e1,e2), or in other words the probability
that (q,e1,e2) ∈K . We consider two different types of embeddings for each relation.
First, the relation p has a contextualized embedding when it is observed in a triple
mention m = (p,e1,e2,c,s). This type of embedding is encoded by the contextualized
embedding vector ~m ∈ Rd of the triple mention, where d is the number of dimen-
sions. Let [~h0, . . . ,~hn] be the contextualized embeddings of c, where n is the num-
ber of tokens and ~hi ∈ Rd . In our experiments, we use the contextualized embed-
dings of the relation’s token(s) as the embedding vector of the triple mention. For
multi-token relations, we use the average embedding vectors of the start and end to-
kens, i.e., ~m = (~hs0 +~hsk)/2. We multiply the contextualized embedding with a matrix
A0 ∈ Rd×d , if the entities are in the original order (o(p) = 0), and A1 ∈ Rd×d , if they
are in the reverse order (o(p) = 1). This allows us to disentangle the embeddings of
relations with original and reverse entity orders which in turn enables our model to
capture entailments between relations that have reverse entity order (section 5.6).
Second, each relation has an out-of-context embedding retrieved from an embed-
ding weight matrix. We use the out-of-context embedding ~q ∈ Rd to encode the query
relation. We define the contextual link prediction score as:










We encode the query relations with out-of-context embeddings rather than con-
textualized embeddings for two reasons: a) The model can be applied to relations
q 6∈ R(e1,e2), i.e., relations that are not observed with the same entity pair in any con-
text. This is useful since we can find a set of novel relations that are likely to hold
between the entity pair, but are not observed because of data sparsity. We show that
augmenting the data with these relations improves the entailment scores (section 5.8.1).
b) While the above score uses the inner product between embedding vectors, it is still
asymmetric as it uses embeddings from different spaces for the relations p and q. In
particular, if our data also contains a triple mention m′ = (q,e1,e2,c′,s′), the probabil-
ity P(p|m′) could be different from P(q|m). This is a desired property while computing
entailment scores between relations (section 5.6).
5.5 Training
Given observed triple mentions m=(p,e1,e2,c,s)∈D , we train a model to assign high
contextual link prediction scores to relations q that hold between the entity pairs (q ∈
R(e1,e2)), and low scores to relations q′ that do not hold between the entity pairs (q′ 6∈
R(e1,e2)). This can be seen as a multi-label classification task with |R(e1,e2)| positive
examples, and |R(t1, t2)|− |R(e1,e2)| negative examples, where t1 and t2 are the types
of the entities e1 and e2. We do not consider negative relations with types other than
(t1, t2) since we only model entailments between relations of the same types. We fine-
tune the contextualized embeddings and learn the out-of-context relation embeddings

















In our experiments, the contextualized embeddings are initialized with BERT pre-
trained embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019) and the out-of-context embeddings and the
matrices A0 and A1 are initialized randomly.
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5.6 Entailment Score between Relations
In this section, we discuss how to use the contextual link prediction model to compute
entailment scores. We compute entailment scores wpq between relations p and q. For
a threshold δ > 0, we build entailment graphs where nodes are relations p ∈ R, and
edges are (p,q) ∈ R×R when wpq ≥ δ.4
We define an entailment score similar to the Markov chain (MC) model. In chap-
ter 4, we formed a bipartite graph between relations and entity pairs. We defined an
MC with relation states 〈p〉 and entity pair states 〈e1,e2〉, and edges (〈p〉,〈e1,e2〉)
and (〈e1,e2〉,〈p〉) that connect each relation to its corresponding entity-pairs, and vice
versa. The transition probabilities of the chain are normalized probability scores of
triples (p,e1,e2) so that the outgoing edge weights from each state sum to 1. We
defined the MC entailment score as:




In this chapter, we similarly define a Markov chain with relation states 〈p〉 and
triple mention states 〈m〉. Each relation state 〈p〉 has directed edges to the mention
states 〈m〉 such that m ∈ D(p), where D(p) is the set of all triple mentions of p. On
the other hand, each mention m = (p,e1,e2,c,s) has directed edges to a set of relations
R(m) = R(e1,e2)∪R′(e1,e2), where R′(e1,e2)⊆ R\R(e1,e2) contains a (small) set of
novel relations with high contextual link prediction scores (section 5.7.3). The rela-
tions in R′(e1,e2) have not been observed with the entity pair (e1,e2), but are likely
to be valid since their contextual link prediction scores are high. Figure 5.2 shows an
example Markov chain. We assign the transition probabilities from relations to men-
tions uniformly, and define the transition probabilities from mentions to relations as










4We learn a separate typed entailment graph for each type pair, but we have dropped the types in
this section for the simplicity of the notation.





c1: Big-spending Cleveland Indians continued their 
bold off-season by acquiring free agent outfielder 
Michael Bourn.
c2: The Indians reached agreement with Bourn on 
a four-year, $48 million contract on Monday night.
c3: The Indians signed free agent center fielder 









Figure 5.2: A small Markov chain between relations acquire, reach agreement with, and
interested in (p1, p2 and p3) on the left side, and triple mentions m1 = (p1,e1,e2,c1,s1)
and m2 = (p2,e1,e2,c2,s2) on the other side, where e1 and e2 are Cleveland Indians
and Michael Bourn, c1 and c2 are the same as the contexts in Figure 5.1, and s1 and
s2 indicate the relation tokens. The edge weights show transition probabilities between
the states. The dotted lines correspond to novel relations discovered by the contextual
link prediction model.




This score corresponds to the probability that a random walk with length 2 from
the relation state 〈p〉 ends in the relation state 〈q〉.
5.7 Experimental Setup
In this section, we discuss the details of the corpus we have used (section 5.7.1), train-
ing (section 5.7.2) and entailment graph building (section 5.7.3)
5.7.1 Text Corpus with Triple Mentions
Similar to chapters 3 and 4, We perform our experiments on the NewsSpike corpus
that contains 550K news articles from various news sources (Zhang and Weld, 2013).
In chapter 3, we processed the corpus with a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG;
Steedman, 2000) semantic parser and extracted typed and linked triples, where each
typed relation (entity-pair) has occurred with at least 3 unique entity-pairs (relations).
The entities are linked to Freebase and assigned one of the 49 first-level FIGER types
(Ling and Weld, 2012). We built 346 typed entailment graphs with a total of |R| =
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304K typed relations. There are 7 graphs with more than 10K relations, where the
largest graph has 53K relations.
In this chapter, we adapt the procedure in chapter 3 to couple each triple with its
mentions in the text so that we can identify the tokens of the relations and compute
embeddings in context (section 5.4). This yields |D|= 8.5M triple mentions for |K |=
3.9M unique triples.
5.7.2 Training
We use the Hugging Face transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019) and train our model
by minimizing the loss function introduced in Section 5.5. We randomly split the triple
mentions into training (95%), development (2.5%) and test (2.5%) sets.We start with
BERT-base pretrained embeddings for triple mentions and randomly initialize the out-
of-context relation embeddings.5 We process batches with the same entity-pair types
to speed up the training by accessing the out-of-context embeddings of the same set of
typed relations in each batch. We use batches of size 64 as this was the largest that we
could process with our GPU machines.
In the news corpus, the number of positive examples (typically less than 100) for
training is much less than the number of negative examples, since for each triple
we only consider relations that occur with the same entity-pair as positive examples
(R(e1,e2)), and all other relations with the same types are considered to be negative
(R(t1, t2)\R(e1,e2)). This causes a class imbalance problem, especially for type-pairs
with many relations (up to 53K). To alleviate this problem, we consider a small subset
of all relations as candidates for contextual link prediction: a) the union of all in-batch
positive relations; b) a random subset of other relations up to the number of the in-
batch positive relations. For each triple mention, the relations in the subset that are not
positive are considered to be negative relations.6 This leaves the first term in Equation
5.1 unchanged for each triple mention. But the second term is computed on a smaller
subset of all negative relations. This still gives us a relatively high number of negative
5We also tried RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019), but the results were similar. We could not use
BERT-large or RoBERTa-large in our experiments because of memory limitations. We performed the
neural network training and inference experiments on NVIDIA P102 GPU machines with 11GB of
memory.
6We also tried a combination of random negative relations and hard negative relations, where the
relations share exactly one entity in the mention. However, the results were similar and we report the
results of the simpler method.
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examples (around a few hundred negative examples in average). In our experiments,
we also tried using up to total of 1000 negative relations per batch, but the results
stayed similar. Using all possible negative relations yielded poor results.
We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with linear decay of learning rates for
optimization. We optimize a multi-label classification task. For each triple mention
embedding (~m), we have many (in practice around 100) out-of-context embeddings.
Therefore, each contextualized embedding will be updated around 100 times the num-
ber of updates for the out-of-context embeddings. In practice, we found that this will
be problematic as the contextualized embeddings will be hugely affected by the out-
of-context embeddings and the model does not converge to a good solution. Therefore,
we used different initial learning rates for the two sets of embeddings.
We tuned hyperparameters by maximizing the mean average precision (MAP) of
contextual link prediction in the development set. To compute the MAP, we consider
each triple mention as a query, and rank the set of positive and negative relations ac-
cording to their contextual link prediction score. Having positive relations at the top of
the ranked list leads to higher MAP values. We tuned initial learning rates to 10−6 for
contextualized embeddings and 10−4 for out-of-context embeddings. We found that
40 tokens (up to 20 tokens at each side of the relations) are sufficient for the context,
where the context can cross multiple sentences. We optimized the model for 10 epochs
over the whole corpus.
5.7.3 Building Entailment Graphs
We compute entailment scores and build local entailment graphs. We then apply the
cross graph and paraphrase resolution soft constraints (chapter 3) to build globally
consistent entailment graphs.
We compute the new entailment scores using all the NewsSpike triple mentions and
based on the Markov chain defined in Section 5.6. In the Markov chain, the relations
are connected to their mentions in the corpus. Each mention m = (p,e1,e2,c,s) is
connected to R(m) that contains both the relations that appear with the same entity-
pair (e1,e2) in the corpus as well as a small set of relations that have the same types.
We first compute contextual entailment scores for a candidate set of relations. We then
connect the mentions to the relations with the highest contextual link prediction scores.
Adding more connections to the Markov chain is useful to alleviate the sparsity issues
inherent to the data.
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In our experiments, the mentions that have fewer than K=100 relations with the
same entity pairs, are connected to 100 relations. If the total number of such relations
were less than 100, the mention is connected to all relations with the same types as
its entities. While the candidate set could be the whole set of relations, we considered
negative relations in the batch at the inference time. We build batches of data based on
a stream of news stories, it is therefore reasonable to assume that most of the relations
that entail each other or are paraphrases, are more likely to appear around the same
time in the news text (Zhang and Weld, 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). If we use larger
batch sizes, we have more candidate relations; however, computing entailment scores
for the candidate relations takes more time. We used the batch size of 512 that gives
us a relatively high number of candidate relations, while it keeps the entailment score
computation still tractable.7
Finally, we multiplied the contextual link prediction scores of the new connected
relations by a factor α ∈ (0,1] before computing the chain probabilities and the entail-
ment scores. This guides the entailment score to rely more on the original connections
and is useful to improve the precision of the graphs. We tuned α = 0.5 based on the
development set of Levy/Holt’s entailment dataset (section 5.8.1).
5.8 Results and Discussion
In this section, we first compare our new entailment score with the previous state-of-
the-art models (section 5.8.1). We then evaluate the directionality of the entailment
scores (section 5.8.2). We finally evaluate the contextual link prediction task (section
5.8.3).
5.8.1 Evaluating Entailment Graphs
We evaluate the entailment graphs on the Levy/Holt’s entailment dataset (Levy and
Dagan, 2016; Holt, 2018) which is discussed in section 3.5.2.
We chose to perform experiments on the Levy/Holt’s dataset for two reasons: 1) It
has resolved a major issue in other datasets such as Zeichner’s (Zeichner et al., 2012)
and SherLIiC (Schmitt and Schütze, 2019), where candidate positive and negative en-
7It takes around 10 days to compute the entailment scores. We also experimented with lower values
of K (40) and smaller batch sizes (256 and 128), and the results were slightly worse, with the batch size
being more important than K.
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tailments have been collected from the top-scoring entailments according to an existing
entailment score. Therefore, those datasets do not contain long-tail challenging exam-
ples that cannot be directly extracted from text corpora.8 2) The Levy/Holt’s dataset
contains the reverse triple pair for any positive example. This makes the dataset more
suitable for checking whether the models capture directionality of entailments com-
pared to just predicting whether the two relations are similar.
We compare the following models: Aug Contextual MC is our novel model, where
the entailment scores are computed after augmenting the Markov chain with new con-
nections from triple mentions to relations with high contextual link prediction scores.
Contextual MC is our model without the new connections. Aug MC is the proposed
model in chapter 4, where we computed the entailment scores based on a Markov
chain between relations and entity-pairs. We augmented the Markov chain based on
scores of a link prediction model. MC is similar to Aug MC, but without any addi-
tional links between relations and entity-pairs. Balanced Inclusion (BInc) score is a
Sparse Bag-of-Word (SBOW) model, where each relation is represented using a vector
of entity-pairs (Szpektor and Dagan, 2008).
Similar to the previous chapters, we first apply a lemma baseline (Levy and Dagan,
2016) and a set of constraints (Berant et al., 2011) before applying any of the models.
We then use the entailment score between the relations of each example, and predict
positive (negative) entailment if the score is greater than or equal to (less than) a thresh-
old. We report precision-recall curves by changing the threshold between [0,1]. Figure
5.3 shows precision-recall curves in (A) local and (B) global settings.9 We report the
area under the precision-recall curves for precision > 0.5. Table 5.1 (left) shows the
results for all models.
The MC model and the contextual MC model are defined in a similar way. They
both only use the extractions from the text corpus. Their overall results are close. The
Aug MC model, and our novel model, Aug Contextual MC, augment the data with
additional links. The former uses a link prediction model to add new links, while
the latter does that based on the contextual link prediction. They both improve the
results compared to the models without augmentation. However, Aug Contextual MC
outperforms Aug MC, i.e., the previous state of the art model, in both local and global
8Our preleminary experiments on the SherLIiC dataset showed that entailment graphs learned by
simple count-based models such as Balanced Inclusion (Szpektor and Dagan, 2008) outperform the ones
learned with embedding-based models.
9We have not shown the MC model in the plots for more clarity.












Figure 5.3: Comparison of the Aug Contextual MC and Contextual MC models with




BInc .076 .165 .155
MC .079 .174 .159
Aug MC .085 .187 .163
Contextual MC .084 .176 .159
Aug Contextual MC .096 .195 .165
Table 5.1: Area under the precision-recall curve on a) left: the Levy/Holt’s dataset (precision
> 0.5) and b) right: the directional subset of the Levy/Holt’s dataset (recall ≤ 0.33).
settings.
The improvement in the entailment detection task is mainly because the contextual
link prediction model discovers new high-quality relations beyond the original extrac-
tions. Each triple mention in the MC (Figure 5.2) gets linked to the predicted relations.
Computing the entailment score on the augmented MC alleviates some of the sparsity
issues of the relational entailment problem. This can be seen by comparing the Aug
Contextual MC model with the Contextual MC model. For instance, in Levy/Holt’s
development set, the entailment score of give rise to→ cause is 0 for all models ex-
cept the Aug Contextual MC model. This is because while there are no shared entity
pairs between the two relations in the text corpus, the contextual link prediction model
predicts cause given the triple mentions with the relation give rise to.
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5.8.2 Evaluating Directionality of Entailment Graphs
We evaluate all models on the directional portion of the Levy/Holt’s dataset. This
portion is a subset of the main dataset and contains 2414 examples (630 in dev and
1784 in test). For any triple pair in this portion, the reverse of the pair is also present.
The entailment is correct in one direction and incorrect in the other. For example,
Printing press was invented by Gutenberg entails Gutenberg developed the printing
press, however, the entailment is not correct in the opposite direction.10 This makes
the task much harder than the one of the original dataset. Even a perfect paraphrasing
model (two-way entailment) gets the precision of exactly 0.50. Therefore, the model
needs to specifically score the entailment in one direction above the other direction.
For the original dataset, a symmetric score such as Lin score (Lin, 1998), that is only
aware of relatedness between relations but cannot distinguish the directions, can still
solve many examples correctly and yield high precision values (chapter 3).
Figure 5.4 shows the precision-recall curves for global models. We report the area
under the curves in Table 5.1 (right col) for recall≤ 0.33 that are covered by all models.
In order to have a fair comparison between the Aug Contextual MC and the Aug MC
models, we also computed the area under the curve for recall≤ 0.48 that is covered by
both models: the area under the curves are 0.251 and 0.250, respectively. The results
show that defining the entailment scores on a Markov chain as the probability that a
path (of length 2) from one relation ends in another relation is an effective way to
predict directional entailments. Augmenting the Markov chains with additional links
further improves the results. Note that while the two models with augmentation get
better overall results, the precisions for all models are still relatively low (≤ 0.60). In
addition, the precision is not high even for low recalls meaning that the models cannot
separate the directionality of the entailments well even if the entailment scores are very
high. This calls for more research on finding the direction of the relational entailments.
5.8.3 Evaluating Contextual Link Prediction
In this section, we evaluate the contextual link prediction model itself. We compute
the MAP of predicting relations q that hold between the entity pairs in a triple mention
m = (p,e1,e2,c,s) as discussed in section 5.7.2. We compare different approaches
to this task. The first approach is to use the entailment graphs and score relations q
10During the data annotation, one of the arguments is masked with its type so that world knowledge
does not bias the data (Levy and Dagan, 2016).








Figure 5.4: Comparison of models on the directional portion of the Levy/Holt’s dataset.
Split Type
Random Entity Pair
Contextual Link Pred .618 .205
Contextual MC .423 .316
Aug Contextual MC .421 .327
Contextual Link Pred + Contextual MC .708 .354
Contextual Link Pred + Aug Contextual MC .704 .357
Table 5.2: MAP of relation prediction on the NewsSpike test set for Contextual Link Prediction
compared to Entailment Graphs as well as the combination of the two approaches.
based on the entailment score p→ q. This approach only uses the types of entities
from the context, but does not take the whole context into account. It instead relies
on the entailment score wpq, where the entailment score is a weighted average of the
contextual link prediction scores of q given mentions of p (Equation 5.2). The second
approach is to use the contextual entailment score P(q|m). In addition, we combine the
two approaches to test whether entailment graphs and contextual link prediction learn
complementary information. We consider the linear summation λwpq+(1−λ)P(q|m),
where λ ∈ [0,1] is a hyper-parameter. We tuned λ using the triple mentions in the
development set.11
We compute the MAP on the test portion of the NewsSpike corpus in two settings:
a) the triple mentions in the corpus are randomly split into training, development, and
test sets. This is the setting that we used to build the entailment graphs (section 5.7.2).
b) the triple mentions are split in a way that each entity pair (e1,e2) and its reverse
11In all of our settings in this section, λ = 0.95 performed the best on the development set.
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(e2,e1) are present in either training, development, or test sets. The second split is
more suitable to test whether the model generalizes well to unseen text. This is because
in the first setting, a model that perfectly memorizes R(e1,e2), i.e., all the relations q
where (q,e1,e2) is a valid triple in the corpus, can get MAP close to 1 (MAP becomes
exactly 1 if at least one mention of each entity pair appears in the training set).
For testing on the random split, we use our trained model in section 5.7.2 and build
entailment graphs using only the training portion of the triple mentions. For testing
on the entity-pair split, we train a new model and build new entailment graphs on the
training portion of the entity-pair split. Table 5.2 shows the results, where we compare
the contextualized link prediction score against the entailment graphs with Contextual
MC score and Aug Contextual MC score as well as the combination of the contextual
link prediction score and the entailment graphs. With the random split, the contex-
tualized link prediction gets better results than the entailment graphs. However, with
entity-pair split, the MAP of the contextualized link prediction model drops signifi-
cantly compared to the entailment graphs. This confirms that the entailment graphs
are more robust while testing on unseen text. Moreover, higher MAP with Aug Con-
textual MC score compared to Contextual MC score while testing on the entity-pair
split, means that the discovered relations improve the generalizability of the entail-
ment graphs when tested on the contextual link prediction task. This is consistent with
the results of the entailment dataset. Contextual MC gets better results than Aug Con-
textual MC in the random split setting. This could be because in that setting, many
triple mentions are present in both training and test splits. Therefore, Contextual MC
entailment graphs that are only based on the triples in the training set work better on
the test set compared to Aug Contextual MC that predicts new potentially correct, but
novel relations.
When we combine the embedding-based contextual link prediction model with the
entailment graphs (last two rows of Table 5.2), we get improvements in both random
split and entity-pair split settings. These results confirm that the two approaches in
fact benefit from each other. Table 5.3 shows an example from the development set of
the entity-pair split where the contextual link prediction model improves the results of
the entailment graphs. The extracted triple from the context is Microsoft is committed
to success. The entailment graphs predict high scores for some wrong relations, e.g.,
Microsoft builds success. The reason for this prediction is that the typing system we
have used has assigned the general type thing to the entity success12. The type thing is
12The type thing is assigned to entities that are not linked to any entity in Freebase or their Freebase
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Context Microsoft is committed to the long term
success of the entire PC ecosystem.
Triple Microsoft is committed to success
Types (Organization,thing)
Predictions Microsoft builds success ↓
Microsoft switches to success ↓
Microsoft ’s success ↑
Microsoft achieves success ↑
Microsoft hopes for success ↑
Table 5.3: An example where contextual link prediction improves (indicated by downward or
upward arrows) entailment graph predictions. The relation tokens are boldfaced.
Context Apple is working on a high-tech watch
Triple Apple is working on watch
Types (Organization,thing)
Predictions Watch falls on Apple ↓
Apple ’s watch ↑
Apple has watch ↑
Apple launches watch ↑
Apple tests watch ↑
Table 5.4: An example where entailment graphs improve (indicated by downward or upward
arrows) the results of contextual link prediction. The relation tokens are boldfaced.
assigned to many other entities such as system. The entailment signal comes from ex-
tractions such as Apple is committed to system and Apple builds system. The extracted
relations used in the entailment graphs conflate different senses of the relation build
leading to wrong entailments. However, the contextual link prediction model which is
based on BERT can disambiguate the context because it embodies a latent type struc-
ture that captures the difference between entities such as success and system. The table
also shows some correct relations that their scores are increased by the contextual link
prediction model. In addition, Table 5.4 shows an example where entailment graphs
types do not have a mapping to FIGER types.
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perform better than the contextual link prediction model. For example, the embed-
dings of some infrequent relations such as falls on have not been learned well and
they get a high contextual score, but the entailment graphs do not contain these wrong
entailments.
5.9 Conclusions
We have introduced the contextual link prediction problem and have used it to improve
the relational entailment detection task. We presented a model based on the in-context
embeddings of relations and out-of-context embeddings of query relations. We trained
our model on a corpus of triple mentions and used it to assign scores to both observed
and unobserved triples. We defined a new entailment score based on the predicted triple
scores. Our empirical evaluations show that we can use high-quality novel triples to
reduce the sparsity issues of the entailment graphs. As in the previous chapter, we also




In this thesis, we tackled the problem of unsupervised learning of relational entailment
graphs. We derived entailment graphs by processing large amounts of multiple-source
news text and finding consistent entailment patterns between the events. We extracted
predicate-argument structures in the form of binary relations by applying a fast Com-
binatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) parser to news text. We linked the entities to
Freebase by running an entity linker on the text and assigned fine-grained types to
them. We computed local entailment scores between typed relations based on the Dis-
tributional Inclusion Hypothesis for relations. The entailment graphs suffer from the
noise and sparsity inherent to the data. We introduced a series of models for building
large typed entailment graphs that improve the results by either imposing global con-
straints on the graphs, or improving the local scores by neural learning of relation and
entity representations. We showed that the entailment graphs can be used to improve
question answering and link prediction tasks and also explain the improvements.
In chapter 3, we proposed two sets of global soft constraints on the structure of en-
tailment graphs. We introduced a method to learn globally consistent entailment scores
that are used to build global entailment graphs. The idea of imposing global constraints
have been studied in the literature before; however, the previous works have mainly fo-
cused on hard transitivity constraints. The hard constraints are intuitive and have been
proven to be effective; however, their exact Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solution
does not scale to more than a few hundred relations and their approximate solutions
are based on assumptions concerning the graph structure that are not correct for many
real work entailments. Our method based on new global soft constraints scale to more
than 100K relations and shows large improvements over previous state-of-the-art con-
straints.
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We defined the cross graph soft constraints on different typed entailment graphs and
the paraphrase resolution constraints inside each graph. The cross graph constraints en-
courage transferring of entailments between typed entailment graphs. The transfer can
be done only if the typed relations in two graphs should have similar entailments. We
proposed a method to infer transfer coefficients based on existing similarities between
the entailments of typed relations in different graphs. The paraphrase resolution con-
straints encourage paraphrase relations, i.e., the relations that entail each other in both
directions, to have similar patterns of entailment. We modeled the problem as inference
in a Markov network, with entailment rules as nodes, and the dependencies imposed by
the constraints as edges. Our method based on the Block Coordinate Descent method
iteratively learns the global entailment scores and the transfer coefficients.
In chapter 4, we showed the duality of the entailment graph construction task and
the link prediction task. The main reason for the sparsity of entailment graphs is that
many correct assertions are not stated directly in the text. Therefore, inferring the
unknown relations between entity pairs given the known ones yields data with higher
coverage that is useful for building the graphs. We trained a link prediction method on
the knowledge graph of triples extracted from text. We then predicted missing links
in the knowledge graph. In order to compute local entailment scores, we reformed
the knowledge graph into a bipartite graph between the relations on one side and the
entity pairs on the other side. We formed a Markov chain on the bipartite graph with
transition probabilities based on the link prediction scores.
We defined a new local entailment score, i.e, the Markov chain (MC) score, be-
tween two relations as the probability that a random walk (with a length of exactly 2)
from the first relation ends in the second one. We observed that augmenting the MC
with predicted assertions from the same text that the entailment scores were computed
on, improves the entailment scores in both local and global settings. We then defined
a new link prediction score based on the learned entailment scores as well as the orig-
inal link prediction score. We showed that the new link prediction score predicts the
missing links more accurately than the original score, with the augmented MC score
yielding more improvement than the MC score. Our empirical evaluation confirms that
the two tasks are indeed complementary.
We introduced the contextual link prediction task in chapter 5, where given a triple
mention in context, we predict other relations that hold between the entity pair of the
triple. We proposed a model based on the embeddings of relations in context as well
as out-of-context embeddings of query relations. We fine-tuned the embeddings based
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on a multi-label classification task, where each triple mention is considered as an ex-
ample, and each correct (incorrect) query relation is considered as a positive (negative)
label. The contextual link prediction model has access to more context than the nor-
mal link prediction model and can predict new relations between entity pairs more
reliably. We defined the contextual MC score similar to the MC score on a Markov
chain on relations and triple mentions as nodes and transition probabilities propor-
tional to the contextual link prediction scores. Our results showed that when we add
novel predicted relations to the computation of the contextual MC score, we get im-
proved results compared to the augmented MC score. Moreover, we showed that the
entailment graphs perform well on the intrinsic task of contextual link prediction. Our
results demonstrate that embeddings-based contextual link prediction and the entail-
ment graphs learn complementary information.
6.1 Future Work
We briefly discuss possible future directions on learning entailment graphs and their
applications.
6.1.1 Temporal Information
The articles in the NewsSpike corpus as well as most other news corpora such as News
Crawl1 have associated timestamps. Zhang and Weld (2013) have shown that using
temporal information is very effective in learning paraphrase clusters. Future work
can extend our learning algorithms to incorporate temporal information. For example,
distributional methods often confuse synonyms with antonyms (e.g., win entails lose)
because antonym events can occur with the same entity pairs at different times. How-
ever, different articles describing identical news stories that have the same timestamps,
as well as the natural order of the news, are good indicators for resolving such issues.
Our preliminary experiments show that article timestamps can be used effectively to
both remove such noisy entailments and reduce the size of the entailment graphs.
In addition, labeling the edges of the entailment graphs with the temporal ordering
between events is useful for making more fine-grained inferences such as finding pre-
condition and consequence relationships (Lewis and Steedman, 2014b). The temporal
labeling can be done after the structures of the entailment graphs are decided, or can
1https://www.statmt.org/wiki/?n=Corpora.NewsCrawl
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be learned jointly with the entailment graph induction task.
6.1.2 Iterative Learning of Entailment Graph Building and Link Pre-
diction
Our results in chapters 4 and 5 show that (contextual) link prediction and entailment
graph induction are complementary. We have used the outcome of each task to improve
the other one. Future work might look into joint learning of the two tasks to improve
both of them. Building the entailment graphs take time and it is not straightforward to
completely update the graphs as the embeddings of the relations and entities get up-
dated; however, it is possible to iterate between the two tasks to get improved results.
Future work can also look at having a single model to perform both tasks simultane-
ously instead of iterating between the tasks. One possible approach is to extend the
methods that explicitly model inference chains (section 2.2.5). The consistent patterns
in the inference chains could be used to form and (partially) update entailment graphs
and the entailment graphs could be used in turn to guide the models to choose inference
chains that end in the correct entity nodes.
6.1.3 Learning Entailment Graphs with Other Arities
In this thesis, we only considered entailment graphs between binary relations, i.e., each
relation in our entailment graphs has exactly two entities. However, there are many
useful entailments with arities different from 2. This includes entailments between
unary relations, e.g., person walks entails person moves, or relations with arities greater
than 2, e.g., person buys thing from location entails location sells thing to person. In
addition, some entailments hold between relations with different arities, e.g., person1
kills person2 entails person2 dies. In the future, the methods in this thesis can be
extended to entailment graphs with arities other than 2.
6.1.4 Learning Structured Relation Embeddings
Our work has resolved some of the sparsity issues of the entailment graphs: a) The soft
constraints are used to share information between different typed entailment graphs.
They also add more edges by detecting paraphrase relations; b) The link prediction
and its contextualized version are used to augment the context vector of relations with
new entity pairs, which reduce sparsity. However, the graphs still suffer from low recall
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since in many cases that an entailment relation exists, the context vectors of the two
relations do not have any overlaps, or there is no path in the Markov Chains introduced
in chapters 4 and 5 between the two relations. Our embeddings based models add more
paths to the Markov Chains and cover more entailment rules, but they do not cover all
possible entailment rules because for some of them there is no evident signal in the
text even with the use of embeddings.
An alternative approach is to develop structured embedding methods that capture
directional relations. In these approaches, the entailment rules can be read off the
embeddings themselves. Since the embeddings are dense and in low dimensions, they
can introduce more overlap and reduce the sparsity. We performed some preliminary
experiments with the box embeddings model (Vilnis et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019), where
each relation was assigned a box represented by two vectors and each entity-pair was
assigned a vector. However, the results were not positive because of the noise that was
added to the graphs due to the high overlap of the embeddings of unrelated relations.
Nevertheless, previous works on hypernymy detection have shown relatively positive
results (Vendrov et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2018; Vilnis et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019) and
it is possible that these methods could be adapted for detecting relational entailments.
6.1.5 Building Form-Independent Semantics and Applications of
Entailment Graphs
As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, the cliques of the entailment graphs can be collapsed
into paraphrase clusters with a single relation identifier. Future work can replace the
form-dependent lexical semantics of the CCG parser with the form-independent rela-
tions (Lewis and Steedman, 2013a, 2014b). The resulting semantics can be used in
tasks such as question answering, relation extraction, or summarization. In particu-
lar, relational entailment graphs can be used to perform improved open-domain factual
question answering by a) using the CCG parser to extract relations in the question; b)
using the entailment graphs to generalize the surface form of both the question and
the text containing the answer; and c) using the form-independent semantics to handle
complex language phenomena such as negation and composition.
In addition, future work can learn entailment graphs for other languages and align
them together to obtain a form and language-independent semantics. The resulting
semantics can be used to parse textual data and build a knowledge graph with relations
corresponding to the paraphrase clusters in the entailment graphs.
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6.1.6 Entailment Aware Language Models
In chapter 5, we fine-tuned pre-trained LMs for the contextual link prediction task. Fu-
ture work might consider adding relational entailment knowledge into the pre-trained
LMs. One approach would be to extend our contextual link prediction model to predict
masked entities and relations by performing masked language modeling jointly with
the contextual link prediction. The resulting LMs can be used to query for relational
knowledge similar to the work of Petroni et al. (2019) and Jiang et al. (2020). They
can also be used for downstream tasks such as relation extraction.
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